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CEAPl'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of Problem I 
This study is a critical analysis of the literature bearing directly / 
I 
,, 
on the subject ot school cafeterias. .4n attempt has been made to derive 
'I 
authentic findings which have resulted tram methods employed in solving 
important problems. Where findings did not exist, best u~ages, practices, 
and policies employed by recognized authorities in the field have been 
reported. These methods should be viewed in the light of temporary, ac· 
cepted standards until better procedures have been definitely proven. 
These findings, together with temporafY standards, are to constitute the 
I 
criteria by which a cafeteria and cafeteria service, in the modern school j 
sense , may be measured. 
Purpose of Study 
The purpose of this study iS. to furnish a check list tor the use ot 
any aamiuistrator or supervisor in evaluating · hie own cateteria. It is 
hoped that the evaluation of each cafeteria will result in more and bet-
ter educational and :Q.utri tion.al advantages to the school popUlation and 
community. T.he writer has attem.pted to promote the following ideas: 
first, that constant Vigilance is essential if the school cafeteria is 
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be assured; and last, that measurement based on facts and authoritative 
practices is, perhaps, one ot tht most effective means of determining 
accomplishments. 
Method of Procedure 
The author ha~ attempted, from a careful study of selected theses, 
books, and publications, to bring together certain specific policies and 
methods that have been agreed upon as being the most valued practice$ am• 
ployed in cafeteria service. In additi on, valuable suggestions and oon-
tributions have been included tram the follOwing sources: Mr. Wilton w. 
Wall, New England Manager of S. Blickm.an, Inc., Weehawken, New J"ersey; 
Mr. Henry Fuller, Interior Decorator i'or hotels and restalU"ants; Mr. 
Harry A. Goodman, Certified Public Accountant; and, Dr. Roy 0. Billett, 
Professor of Education, Boston University. 
The plan used in this thes is regarding citations to 
authors and authorities is to place in parentheses first, 
the number of the reference as it occurs in the bibliography ; 
and second, the exact page or pages of t he reference cited. 
The symbol "Cf'." precedes all references except where direct 
quotations are employed. 
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ClUPl'ER II 
JWmiD '.rHE LUNCHROOM EDUC'ATIVE :fHYSIC.u.tY, 
SOCIALLY, E3THE'r!C.ALl.Y, AND mp:UNIO.ALLY 
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The cateteria as aD. oducational agency- has made rapid st:t-ides to the 
tore. Today, the lunchro(lll 1 s being increasingly regarded as an integral 
part of the school in much the same light as other classrooms, the library, 
the workshops, and the gymnasium. The curriculum b;aa been eJq>anded to 
include instruction in dietetics, health, hygiene, and social customs. 
{Cf. 10:16) Educators have final;_ly arrived at the conclusion that if the I 
I 
schools -are to train pupils for etteetive Citizenehip in a d.amocraey, tb;ei~ 
training must be b:r:oad and. ueetul. Furthermore, this training must resul~ /! 
I 
I 
I in the formation of habits which will be useful _during the entire lifetime 1 
of each member of the school population. 
To carry out this plan succes~;~fully, more time must be given to these 
1
:1 
. . I 
activities than is at present evident in the majority of o~ better than ' 
average schools. (Cf. 29:66} If instruction in various subjects was 
limited to 15 or 20 minutes very little sk~ll or knowledge could result. 
Imlch periods today orter approximately this net amo®t of time in which 
to prCI.Ulote activities designed to develop badly needed. social concepts, 
habits, attitudes, and appreciations. 
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If these habits and attitudes are more tmportant than some academic 
knowledges, French or Latin tor example, then a thorougn reorganization 
ot curricula should take place. The story ot civili~ation has been one 
of progress• Progress has been made by adapting and discarding those 
things which have impeded rather than accelerated its growth. To cling 
to the old for no apparent reason save custom, inertia, or sentiment in 
destruction. Our country could not have attained its present greatness or 
democratic principles had we refused to put into use the electric. light 
instead ot the oil lamp; the telephone and t$legraph instead or the pony 
express; and the electric printing press instead ot the quill and pen. 
The doctrine ot "first things first" implie~ that we should give preoed~ 
once to those activities that otter specific training in improved social 
habit formation. 
The study or certain academic subjects, again taking foreign lan-
guagea as an example, has not pro"ted to make people more intelligent 1n 
the art ot living. No better example is needed than current conditions 
in bi-lingual Europe. If we are to furnish better material tor our 
future citizenry, it is imperative that we pro'V'ide: (l) a variety ot 
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meaningful aituations such as they will encounter in their everyday lif&, I 
I 
I 
both now and in the future; (2) ample oppQrtunity to engage in thes~ ac-
tivities under guidance; and (~) building conditions must be oonduoive 
to the effective execution ot this integrated plan. 
The view of the writer, in stressing the importance of pupils ac-
quiring these habits and insights, is well substantiated by N. L. 
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Engelhardt, who writes: 
•••• It is just as unportant, and pe4~aps even more so, that 
children be taught to eat properly, to know food values, to under-
stand the relationship between the kiuds of food and their own 
health, and to appreciate that eating is as much one of the cul-
tural graces and other refinements of living a~ it is to be taught 
to multiply, , to add, and to ~ btract. • • • { 10 :· 16) 
When il is understood that ot the thirty million students who were in 
school in 1938, ne~ly seven million were secondary school students, the 
masnitude and importance ot' this undertaking takes on a new significance. 
{ C:f. 22: 62) These are potential school lunch euetcmers. 
Since the birth of the penny lunch under Mrs. Ellen Richards in 
Boston, in 1694, much has been writtell, concerning the educational pos.:li-
bilities of the school cafeteria. I Most of this :material has been general 1 
rather than specific. Volumes have been printed stressing what should. be 
done, but comparatively little has been said giving exact directions as 
to how these results could be best obtained. 
The writer has attempted, by a careful analysis of same of the lat-
est and most authoritative literature in the :field, to summarize those 
practices and procedures, which seem most likely to be effective in aid-
ing youth to acquire and develop those habits, which are essential for 
complete living in today's world. 
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"There are indiVidual schools which are making use ot the cafeteria 
tor certain educational purposes but there is no general tendency to use II 
it extensively 1'or these purposes •••• " (12:115} The lack ot this train- I 
ing is shown by a study or 70 high schools, which disclosed that about I 
I 
one-halt -u.sed student leadership in some form. Instruction in food I 
selection was about one-third, and in proper diet a little better than I 
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one-fifth. Less than 3 per cent attempted to teach table etiquette. 
(Cf. 12:116-117) It is i~teresting to note from a comparison made with 
a recent study of app;roxilnately 165 New England eecondary echools that 
marked progress has been made only in the teaching ot table manners. The 
resu~ts of this survey a~ as follows: a little better than one-fourth 
used student leadership, one-third gave instruction in food selection, 
and less than one-third gave instruction in propet diet and table eti-
quette. {Ct. 27:ll2, 114, tl6) 
The unitary idea or this four-told pl~ is the gradual development 
or the whole student physically, socially, eathetica111, and hygienically, 
according to his capacity for growth. This is the goal ot modern educa~ 
tion. 
To accomplish this major aim it is essential that the following re-
lated objectives be realized: 
1. Provisions should be made tor sui table student aotivi ties. 
2. Provisions should be made for proper methods of guidance. 
3. Provisions should be made for proper esthetic development. 
4. PrOvisions should be made for the development or hygienic habits. 
Careful cooperation and planning by faculty, personnel, and students is 
II 
11 indispensable. 
I· ,, 
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In the di scuseion ot the method~ and acti vi Ues which tollow, the 
writer has attempted to overcome the common we.aknesaes U!!Ua Uy inherent 
I! in general listings, which are a lack or specificity, practicability, or 
il both. Separate lists have beeu prepared for difterent members ot the 
!I 
il 
1: school personnel. 
I, 
The writer has aimed to make each list definite, 
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This scheme has made it im.poss.ible to entirely ~ -practical, and usable. 
eliminate repetition- However, it is felt that the def'ini teness of' thie 
p:rocedure will compensate tor any slight measure of' duplication. 
Provisions Made for Suitaole 
Student Aetivities 
1 Attractive appearance is not in 1tse1t sutticient inducement to 
I[ guarantee proper i'ood purchase. (Of. 31;22) This must be supplemented 
by education in the echool. Through meaningfUl activities, students 
should have practice in acquiring a tuncttonal knowledge of' stmple food 
values in order to choose wtsely. These activities nmst be made practi-
cal and useful tro.m the pupils' point of' view. (Ct. 31:22) 
The :following activities are designed to educate the students phys-
ically by aiding in the establishment of better habits of' proper toad 
selection. 
O].assrooms 
I. Homeroom 
1. Discussions on how to get the "most for one's money" in select-
ing a lunch. (Of. 29:. 67) 
2. Graph showing correlation between pupils choosing protective 
foods and pupils absent due to ill health. 
II. WJB.tllematics 
1. Calculating costs of' different kinds of plate lunches, l~ft-
overs. (Of'. 6:23) 
2. Est~ating nutritive values in various foods and lunches ex-
pressed in per cents. (Of. 6:23) 
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3, Calculating per cent of waste of protective foods1as compared 
with waste of less important foods. 
III. English 
1 • •••. "Composition of posters, wording jingles, etc., for art 1 
students to execute. I 
2. "Search for interesting facts about foods, wo:t~d.ing them concise- I~ 
ly, mimeographing than for use on trays, as an educational device I 
I 
for the entire group. 
3. "Use of interesting food and health facts as a subject for stu-
dent themes. The class to select the best for publication in 
the school paper. 
4. "Cooperation with the Health Education Department and the Art 
Department in staging original playlets designed to arouse 
interest in health." (29:68) 
I 
IV. Natural Science II 
1 ••••• "Arrangement of interesting food exhibits i~ glass cases 
near lunchroom. 
2. "White rat exhibits, showing the effect of proper and improper 
diet." (29:69) 
v. Art 
1. Posters stressing importance of protective foods. { 01'. 29: 68) 
2. Posters showing pictures of well chosen lunches. {Cf. 29:68) 
3• "Cooperation with Natural Science Department in arranging ex-
hi bits in lunchroom or hall, cases showing interesting tacts 
J about food such as the different stages in the preparation of 
I 
I 
I 
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cocoa and tapioca •••• w {29:68) 
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4 ••••• "-cooperation with English Department, Health Department, and 
I 
I 
!I 
others in doing scenery and costumes for plays which show the re- 1 
lation of health to food." (29:68) i I 
! 
I 
VI. Home Economics I 
1. Students prepare lists of favorite dishes and canbinations for I, 
use of lunchroom manager. Discussion and ranking of selections I 
by students before submittance to manager brings out needs of 
body, relation of diet to health, resistance to disease, ill-
ness, infection, etc, ( C'f. 29: 67) 
2. Student cooperation with cafeteria in preparation of certain 
foods as a means of stimulating interest. ( Cf. 29: 57) 
3, Preparation of sample trays with prices marked. (cr. 29:67) 
4! Suggestions posted near cafeteria entrance. One list might be 
prepared for regular patrons and another list for partial eus-
tomers. (Cf. 29:68) 
The following activities are desi gned to educate the students so-
cially by aiding in the establishment of better civic and social habits. 
Students should have actual practice in table etiquette and social man-
ners. 
Cafeteria 
1. Teacher and group of pupils at same table-teacher can see if 
lessons are followed up--other students may be assigned to 
I 
serve meals. ( Cf, 10: 16) 
2 .• Student leadership under guidance should be encouraged. 
I 
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chosen by class may act as hosts and hostesses. (cr. 29:71} 
a, Direct seating. (Ct. 5:22) 
b. Take charge of' removal of' d1 shes and refuse • (at. 6: 22.} 
c. Plan entertainment with other table groups occasionallY· 
(Cf'. 6:22) 
d. Re~ponsible for courtesy, good order, and general atmosphere. 
(Of'. 6:22) 
It has been advocated that dancing and games such as ping pong, 
checkers, and chess be included in the social activities of' the lunch 
hour. (Cf. 39:50} To begin with, all elements in this plan are not 
normal for the average life situation found at lunch time. However, oc-
casional dancing would be excellent if the lunch hour were sufficiently 
lengthened. Strenuous exercise, directly after eating, is likely to be 
more injurious than beneficial. Less than one-tenth of New England 
schools allo•ed dancing in cafeteria during lunch period. {Cf. 27:117) 
Provisions Made for Proper Methods 
of GUidance 
The following methods are designed to educate the students physical-
ly by aiding in the establishment of better habits of proper food selec-
tion. 
Classrooms 
I. Health Department 
1. Windividual growth charts, with advice on diet, rest, and exer-
cise to overweight and underweight children.~ (29:69) 
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·I 
a. Charts showing graphically: II 
a. Percentage of students drinking milk as compared to percentage 
underweight. {Cf. 29:69) 
b. Percentage of students drinking milk as compared to percentage 
absent two days per month because of illness. 
Cafeteria 
1 .. Guidance at counter by lunchroom manager. (Of. 19:34} 
2. Regulations designating favored counter position for nutritional 
foods. (Of. 19:30) 
3. ~counter arrangement so that students pass hot foods first, and 
desserts last •••• tt· ( 29: 65 and Cf. 19: 30) 
4. Adjustment of prices to stimulate selection of most necessary 
foode such as milk and vegetables, rather than mf)at and rich des.-
serts which, the student does not need at noon. (Cf. a9:65) Some 
protective foods should be sold below cost. 
a. Both 10 and 5 cent plates should be offered as a regular part 
of the menu. {Of. 11:74 and 39:60) 
b. Combination plates at reduced prices. (cr. 8:74} These spe-
eials ahould offer a real saving over the purchase of each 
item separately. They should also offer a choice between 
dishes of similar food values. 
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5. Eye appeal to eDhance appearance of important foods. 1 
I 
a. Frequent change in d(Ce:~.·g2n9~:5c)ounter arrangement. il' b. Use of garnishes. .1. _v 
c. Varyina shapes and designs of vegetables and sal.ads. il 
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d. IndiVidual dishes (casseroles, bean pots, cup custards). 
e. Use of glassware, sometimes colored, for salads and milk des-
serts. Accumulated evidence indicates that color is the most 
effective aperitif for children. (Cf. 38:78) 
6. Stimulation of the sale of new dishes containing protective foods 
by combining them as "specialsrt with old favorites. (Cf. 2.9:65) 
7. Half of sandwich made of dark and other half made of white bread. 
(Cf. 21: 72) 
8. Vegetables served free with meat orders. 
9. No 10 cent meat dish to ba. purchased unless a vegetable is also 
selected. (Cf. 19:32, 34) 
10. Free samples given away with certain purchases. (Cf. 8:?4) 
11. Menus and specials for following week posted Friday in homerooms. 
(Cf. 8:74) 
12. Suggested menus posted on bulletin boards at entrance to cafe-
teria and along serving lines. (Cf. 35:24) 
13. Occasional distribution by cashier of Siha.,ll m.iJ!leographed cards 
telling~ few interesting facts about various food items. These 
cards could be made out in series, and twice each week the cashier 
could put one on each tray. Through repetition at judicious in-
tervals any desired facts could be impressed upon the group. 
(Cf. 29:65} 
- . 
14. Set-up trays containing a balanced, attractive lunch placed near 
cafeteria entrance as a. means of suggesting a proper choice, 
(cr. 29:65) 
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15. Rating trays. 
After lunch has been selected by student, the tray is rated A, 
B, or C i~ accordance with previous standards set up for a 
balanced meal. This oftentimes results in a substitution or 
addition of nourishing items. For this method to be effective 
each tray should be supervised, a sufficient number of canpetent 
raters should be available, and adequate time should be given. 
The rating is usually done by the supervisor; she is sometimes 
assisted by classes in food selection. (Of. 6:18) 
The following example of trays rated A, B, and C is adapted frOlll 
Dr. Mary DeGanno Bryan. (Of! o: 18) 
Tray A.. ( 1) One main dish. 
(2.) One half-pint milk or its equivalent in two milk 
desserts. 
(3) Vegetable or fruit. 
Tray B. (1) One main dish. 
(2) Choice of (2) or (3). 
Tray C. Anything with ( 2) or ( 3) ami tted. 
16. Exhibits of less desirable resale items l (candy, soda, pastry}. 
These exhibits should show the insignificant amount of food 
values obtained for the price spent. For example, a commercial 
orange beverage, which usually costs five cents, could be broken 
down to reveal that the contents are less than one ounce of fruit, 
I 
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a little sugar, and some citric acid. (Of. 21:74) This method \ 
will be more ef:t:ective if it is patterned after the window 
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display practiced by drug stares. Additional impressiveness is 
obtained by having the authority for these findings posted on 
the exhibit, such as "Made by the Massachusetts Agricultural Ex-
periment Station.~ (cr. 21:74) 
17. Procedures concerning sale or candy and pastry. Practices eon-
earning sale of these items. show a considerable lack of unifoJ.'mi-
ty throughout the country. 
a. A common procedure is the assignment of a relatively small 
amount of counter space. (Ct. a9:65} 
b. Another plan is to limit sales to -those students who have al-
ready purchased a nutritious lunch. (Cf. 6:2.2.1) 
c. An additional method is to install special counters which are 
separated tram the main food counter. 
d. A further scheme is to delay these sales until after the first 
five minutes of the lunch period has been completed. (cr. 23: 
I! ,, 
' I I; 
I' 
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In the Pittsburgh School cafeterias, spacial movable I 
candy eounters are usually located in the halls. (Cf. 23:168- ~~ 
168-169) 
169) 
e. A final idea is to prohibit the sale o~ these items by not 
stocking them. (Ct. 13:66) Ford thinks this is the most ef-
fective plan, since students cannot buy that which is not of-
fered for ~le. (cr. 12:113.) However, the removal of these 
items may tend to weaken the opportunity for the exercise or 
i 
I 
" 
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li judgment in proper food selection. Generally spealdng, under r 
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i' present economic conditions, it would seam wise to discontinue I' 
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the sale of candy, commercial beverages, and rich pastries. 
A. definite policy in regard to the sale of these less desira-
ble items should be established. (Cf. 23:84) There seams to 
be no good reason why the sale of canned fruit juices could 
not be substituted. At certain periods, pineapple, grapefruit, 
apple, and tomato juice could be purchased at a reasonable 
figure. Low cost aided by favorable counter position should 
further the replacement of undesirable resale items by nutri-
tious food juices. Less than two-fifths of New England schools 
included fruit juices in the menu. {Cf. 2?:127) 
18. Special feeding. 
The results of a recent report showed that about one-half of the 
breakfasts of nearly seven thousand children were judged inade-
quate in either quantity or variety. (Cf. 2a:62) The report 
from the Children's Bureau is probably a fair S$D.pling of condi-
tiona throughout the country. They report that " •••• at least one-
fifth of all school children are underweight or are showing other 
conditions diagnosed by physicians as malnutrition •••• " (6:16) 
They claim that malnutrition in some cities exceeded 40 per cent, 
and in rural sections approximated 50 per cent. (Ct. 6:16) 
Nervousness, fatigue, mental sluggishness, inability to concan-
trate, poor standards of work, behavior problan.s, lowered resis-
tance to diseases, and absences are increased or abetted by mal-
nutrition. ~cause of these conditions, it has been necessary 
for the school to provide special feeding programs through the 
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combined efforte of the cafeteria manager, school physician, and 
the home. Special diets have been supplied for pupils afflicted 
with obesity, diabetes, cardiac conditions, Bright's disease, 
anemia, and tuberculosis. (Cf, 6:17) These groups are fed at 
mid-morning periods or at the regular lunch period. (Cf. 6: 17) 
There are a few schools doing outstanding work of this nature, 
such as the Ann Kellogg School of Battle Creek, Michigan. (Cf. 
10:16} The cafeteria manager and the sch~ol p4ysician cooperat~ 
with the home in the matter ot special diets. This is most cam-
mon with diabetic cases. {Cf. 11:72, 74) 
As.sambly 
1. Periodic announcements should reveal. the increase in consumption 
. . 
of protective foods over certain periods. (Cf. 6:17) 
2. Costs and selling prices of ~specials~ should be illustrated. 
(Cf. 6:17) 
3. The financial standing of the cafeteria should be briefly and 
plainly presented. Information of this nature will tend to in-
crease a feeling of mutual satisfaction and cooperation. (Cf. 
6:17) 
The following methods are designed to educate the students socially 
by aiding in the establishment of better civic and social habits. 
Cafeteria 
/ 1. Teacher control of seating of students. (Cf. 12:110) 
I 
II[. a. Segregation of unruly students into controlled groups, where 
freedom is denied until improved conduct is manifested. 
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(Cf. 29:71) 
b. Gradual removal of teacher restrictions as students give evi-
dance of ability in self-directed behavior based on reason. 
(Cf. 29:71) 
Assembly: 
1. Movies showing students going through line in cafeteria. {Cf'. 
29: 71} 
Provisions Made for Proper Esthetic 
Development 
I' I 
! _______________ _ t ----------
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The proper set-up should be established to educate the students I 
esthetically. Students should be able to enjoy their lunch in an enViron- I 
ment that is attractive, restful, and harmonious. Unless this is done the i/ 
right kind of appreciations and attitudes will not have an opportunity to II 
be developed. These should not be allowed to grow up like "Topsy•, Care- II 
ful planning for the establishment of these outcomes is as necessary as 
for academic skills. The realization of these values, because of their 
indefiniteness, renders them of no less importance. The ability to en-
joy and appreciate one's surroundings during a meal continues long after 
many academic skills have been forgotten. To create the proper atmos-
phere, certain physical aspects must contribute to the appearance, com-
fort, and harmony of the cafeteria. 
Location.-- The location of the cafeteria is of prime importance. 
An upper floor removes students from noise and distractions common to 
regular school routine. Better ventilation and natural lighting are 
possible. (Cf'. 6:24'7 and 12:39, 44) 
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Windows, shades 1_ and draperies.-- Windows should be wide and lofty ' 
to add spaciousness. When windows are along one side only, mirrors may 
be used for light reflection on ~e opposite wall. 
Light buff or green colored shades composed of translucent material 
prevent glare without excluding light. They should be wide enough to 
cover windows completely, including several inches of the frames on either 
side. This prevents streaks ot light from being admitted. Shades should 
be adjustable from both top and bottom. Where strong sunlight enters the 
space between the two rollers, a metal strip may be used. to blot out the 
light. (Cf. 40:52.) Where they can be afforded, venetian blinds offer an 
effective solution. Their dual service of utility and attractiveness is 
indicated by the increase in domestic and commercial use. 
Draperies should register color rather than pattern. Although heavy 
fabrics have been found to be more practical, they should not obstruct 
air or light. Ease of laundering should be considered. (Cf. 2.9:23) 
Nothing detracts more from the esthetic appearance of the dining roam 
than soiled, dingy drapes. 
Ceiling, walls, and floor.-- An off-white ceiling is preferred for 
luminosity. (Cf. 38:?8} 
In general, light colors Should be used on walls. Cream, buff, or 
light green are more animate and cheerful. (cr. 29;22:) C<:>ol. colors are 
,I j! il )I 
1: ,, 
,, 
best for sunny rooms; warm colors are preferable when window·s face north- i/ 
,, 
ward. (Cf. 38:78) Tone values should be determined by size of room and 
amount of natural light. (C.f. 38: '78) In a large room, moderately dark 
walls create a feeling of intimacy. (Cf. 38:78) 
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Wainscot e~ending upward about one-third the distance from the 
19 + I 
I 
floor can add to the attractiveness of the walls, while serving the origi- 1 
nal purpose of protection. Knotty pine may be used effectively with 
either wood or linoleum flooring. At present, commercial eating eatab-
lishments favor knotty pine because of its distinctive appearance, .u-
though linoleum can be attractive, when edged with a metal band or leather 
fabricoid with a studding of decorative nails, it is hard to eliminate the 
"'ki tchentt· or "'bathroomu- effect with this material, (cr. 38:82) The same 
is true of colored tile. 
Wall space above wainscoting may be beautified by murals. Details, 
as to -number and size of pictures, will depend upon the amount and number 
of windows. Where mirrors are not used for light reflection, separate 
pictures, enclosed by flat wooden frames, may be put on opposite walls. 
{Cr. 38:82) A single large painting is preferably placed opposite the 
food counter. Because these murals are usually done in water colors, 
they may be replaced frequently. School activities; scenic maps; histori-
cal events or sites, possibly of the community, provide interesting and 
worthwhile pictures to be developed by youthful artists, Student origi-
nality and expression is to be encouraged rather than mere laborious 
reproductions of famous masterpieces. {Of • 3) 
For the type of dining floor, the choice seams to lie between plain 
hardwood and linoleum. From the esthetic standpoint, linole"UJ:a is more 
resilient and sound-absorbing than wood, It may be used effectively in 
a pleasing combination of dull and vivid squares, provided the color is 
in har.mony with the walls. (Of. 38:82) On the 
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20 l 
. !I proofing of walls, ceilings, doors, and floors, together with silence 
domes on furniture, have been largely responsible for the apparent return 
to wooden floors. The beauty of properly kept hardwood floors is unques-
tioned. It does not lend itself to monotony through design or pattern. 
It has the advantage of har-monizing easily with any type of decoration or 
color scheme. 
Furniture.-- Furniture should be in architectural harmony with room's 
interior, and scaled to the size of pupils. Tables, with bright edges 
which match window frames, add color and cheeriness to the room. (Of. 29: 
22) The use of gliders on chairs and tables to reduce noise is advocated. 
Table service.-- Sugar, salt, pepper, and vinegar, placed on tables 
in attractive receptacles, create a more homelike atmosphere. (Cf. 29:66.) 
Colored dishes are preferable to white, since they tend to improve 
the appearance of food. Whether they be gay patterns or plain brilliant 
hues, the color should blend with the room's design. (Cf. 38:78) 
Silver, ot good quality hotel plate, adds richness to the tables 
I 
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with its shining appearance, and its durability is well worth the trifling I 
difference in cost. (Cf. 6:265} 
With the exception of dishes, perhaps, nothing tends more toward a 
cheerful atmosphere than the sparkle of gay, colorful glassware. Salads 
in glass plates are increased in. attractiveness, and short stemmed sher-
bert glasses enhance the appearance of nourishing, milk desserts. (Cf'. 
6:265} 
Flowers, plants, and mu.sic.- Flowers and music have always been 
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by the judicious use of flower s and plants. Ferneries and potted plants I 
may be placed near windows. Flowers in season might be brought in by 11 
I pupils to grace the dining room tables. This may be especially eneour- 1 
aged by art classes, biology classes, and student committees. (Cf. 27: I 
38) II 
MUsic during lunch may be enjoyed if the school possesses a radio and j\ 
an amplifying apparatus. (cr. 47:5?) In the absence of a good program, 
selected records may be substituted. The purvey of New England schools 
reported that approximately one-tenth had radios and of this number only I 
one-half made use of them during the lunch period. (Cf. 27:53) The wide j 
range of comments concerning the value of radio use indicated a lack of 
planning in some schools. 
In summary, a location which symbolizes relaxation, through proper 
ventilati on and good natural lighting; ha:rmoni"ous relationship of ceiling, 
walls, and floor; expansive windows with useful shades and cheerful dra-
paries; comfortable furniture, well designed; dishes, gaily colorful.; and 
t he added refinement produced by flowers and music are important factors 
in promoting esthetic values. 
Provisions Made for Development 
of Hygienic Habits 
Hygienic as well as esthetic values can have little meaning for 
students who neglect practices of common cleanliness. Permanent habits 
of personal cleanliness will not be formed until adequate facilities, 
properly located, have been established, and sufficient time for student 
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use has been made available. 
As in other lines, practice lags behind theory. The following ex-
cerpts are a fair sampling of the inadequacy of present conditions. 
••• ,Of the hundreds of plans studied only one, the Arthur 
Hill High School in Saginaw, Michigan, has provided enottgh washing 
space_ immediately adjacent to the cafeteria •••• (24:34} 
•••• I have been in high schools in our city that have the most 
beautiful science roams, the most beautifUl libraries, gymnasiums, 
radio system, motion pictures--everything that science can afford 
and they call it educational. But there isn't one adequate place 
where a child can properly wash his hands before going into the 
cafeteria, and when I say nproperly~ I mean with hot water, and 
soap and sanitary towels •••• (1:474) 
Facilities 
I. Handwashi~ 
Facilities should be sufficient for rapid and efficient service. 
This would largely elin1inate waiting lines and tend to prevent 
pupils from using congestion as an excuse for hurrying into the 
lunchroom without w~shing their hands. 
The importance of handwashing is well summed up by Shrader's 
words: "The hands are probably the commonest means of introduci~ 
germs . into foods. They carry probably the most extensive and 
varied bacterial flora of acy par\; of the body •••• " ( 33:47) 
Ford found in a study of 5.9 schools that no school· had wash-
roams of sufficient size to permit children_ to wash before they 
passed to the cafeteria f or lunch. (Of. 12.:39-40) In the recent 
survey of New England schools by Parkhurst approximately one-third 
had equipment available for handwashing, and only one-fourth had 
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made special provisions to secure handwashing before lunch. (Of. I 
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In some schools handwashing is effectively accomplished by installed ij 
large circular basins in which water is sprayed from a central tower, I ~ 
I 
I 
ported satisfactory results, These were ::mall schools. aonsequently, 
larger schools need more and better facilities. 
operated by :f:'oot control. .4. large central soap dispenser with several 
individual outlets is immediately above the central tower. Other schools 
use troughs, placed back to back, running the length of the room, equipped 
with spray heads or perforated pipe. (Ct. 6:246) The flow ot water is 
preferably regulated. by foot control although water may be run constantly 
during the time pupils are passing through the washroom.. {Cf', 5:2.46-247) 
Soap is supplied by individual containers or from a pipe connected to a I 
tric hand dryers are not practical for school ~se. 
At present, elee- ~~ 
( Cf. 6:24:7) I 
central supply. Paper towels are absolutely essential. 
II. Mirrors and Shelves I 
Mirrors should be in all toilet rooms. {Ct. 32.:37} 
Mirrors in girls' toilet roams should b.e placed -over long shelves 
upon which to rest persoDal effects. {Cf. 32:37) 
III, Lockers 
Lockers placed along both sides. o:f:' the main corridor, adjoining 
toilet rooms and caf'eteria, provide adequate storage :for 'Qooks 
during the period for lunch. (cr. 7:74) 
Location.-- The second requisite provides for the location of these 
facilities in toilet roams aceesaible to a main corridor convenient to 
I 
,I the cafeteria. (Of. 12:39) Because pupils will not take the 
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visit toilet roans on various floor levels, the best practice is to pro-
vide toilets for each sex on each floor. (Of. 32:37) 
Dr. Ford found that of 59 schools, 71 per cent had washrooms con-
veniently located. (Of. 12:39) 
An excellent layout is illustrated by the Thomas A~ Edison Vocational 
School, Elizabeth, New J"ersey. This plan locates boys' and girls' toilets 
on opposite sides of the cafeteria which insures. privacy. Toilets are 
I 
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sufficiently close to the cafeteria, each beiDg separated by a Practical 'II 
Arts n--oam. 1.1 .1:\' (Cf. 7:74). 
Length of lunch period.-- To the establishment of adequate facilities, Jl 
properly located, liBlot be added a thixd :ractor. Sufficient time must be II 
. II 
allowed: 
1. TO go to cafeteria and return to classroom without being tardy. 
2. To take c~e of personal cleanliness before and after lunch, 
s. To select food judiciously under normal conditions of speed. 
4. To participate in the social and cultural advantages which the 
lunchroom offers. 
Insufficient time has not been apparent in schools of small enroll-
ment or those operated on a two-session basis. Seven studies show a range 
in the length of the lunch period throughout the country from 14 to 60 
minutes. A break-down discloses that small schools usually ha.ve periods 
far in excess of 30 minutes, in· tact, many closely approach and equal 60 
minutes. {Cf~ 27:11) The weakness here is in the lack of s.pecific ob-
jectives. (Cf. 27:119) Shorter periods, approximately 30 minutes in 
length, are prevalent in larger schools, Ford's study in 1926 reports 
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41.8 minutes as the average duration. The only conclusion that can be 
drawn is that during the past 14 years lunch periods in schools of larger 
enrollment have been materially shortened. 
The crowded daily program and the emphasis upon mastery of subject 
matter are mainly responsible for the short space of time usually allotted 
to the lunch period. Because of this condition the cafeteria has been 
forced to feed students as rapidly as possible. Speed has become the 
watchword, and in the main, lunchrooms have taken on the aspect of factory 
production in modern industry. Efficiency has been based upon the "number 
of pupils fed per minute". Wherever the usual practice of using a auc-
cession of lunch periods, called "shifts", has proven inadequate for the 
handling of pupils in a given time, a. "staggered" sy(:ltem has been em-
ployed. (Cf. 29: 33) ~nis method allows a certain number of pupils to 
go to lunch at short, stated intervals, as for example, every five or ten 
minutes. By this scheme, the cafeteria can be made to operate at full 
capacity during that part of the day, usually 90 minutes, set aside for 
school feeding. 
The pendulum of efficiency, as measured by speed, has swung too far 
in one direction. The inevitable performance of grab, gulp, and swallow 
has naturally followed, soon to become an established habit. As long as 
the time element of the noon hour is determined, in large part, by fac-
tors other than those which aid in the well-rounded deveJ,.opm.ent of the 
entire school population, we may expect no real good and permanent changes. 
The first step necessary to make the cafeteria an effective educa-
tional unit is to examine the total offerings of the school. Materials 
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that are functional in everyday life situations should take precedence. 
( Cf. 3) This means a reorganization of school curricula. (Cf. 3) 
Present theory advocates at least 20 minutes, net time, for eating. 
(Ct. 34:70 and 23:179 and 6:22) If proper food selection, good eating 
habits, .group enjoyment, and personal cleanliness are to be considered, 
a. period of approximately 45 minutes is essential. (Cf. 6:22.) "The short 
lunch period allowed in some schools is harmful from the health standpoint 
and impossible from the social standpoint.,··" {6:22) In the final anal-
ysis, the time allowed :t'o:r: the daily school lunch should be in accordance 
with the varying conditions round in each situation. 
Closed lunch period.-- The type ot closed lunch period best adapted 
to the educational outcome~ of the cafeteria is one in which all students 
are required to remain in the lunchroom during the entire recess. With a 
period of sufficient length this plan insures the success of the objec-
tives which have been formulated. The closed lunch period has won favor 
with the majority of schools since it operates to the benefit of the 
students from the standpoint of health, social training, and good morals. 
( Cf. 23: 179 ) 
Conclusion 
It is important, then, that the school make provisions for the · 
development of proper habits of: (1} food selection; (2) personal clean-
liness; (3) table ethics and accepted, conventional group conduct; and 
(4) for the appreciation of a clean, wholesome environment .conducive to 
mental and physical relaxation. 
This method would supplant any lack o:t training in the home or sup-
which is be would also tend to 
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the school those ineffectual techniques of rote memorization and parrot 
response which have failed largely to produce anything of consequence ex-
cept pupil paper and pencil products for teacher marking purposes. (Qt. 
3) From experience, we dare no longer trust our tteducational eggs" t9 
one basket,--the glib classroom recitation. (Cf~ 3) 
In the light of the best modern psychology, habits of intelligent 
food selection are best acquired by actual daily practice in activities 
designed to provide specific "learning experiences"· which are recognized 
and accepted by students and teachers as containing both present and 
future worth. (Cf. 3) A repetition of these and similar situations are 
conducive to permanency. Similarly, social and civic habits, apprecia-
tiona and attitudes, are more likely to function in out-of-school life .as 
well, when given the same conditions for development. 
These habits are fundamental. ( Cf. 3 and 5: g7} They cannot be 
taught, (Ct. 3 and o.:9?) They can be developed only by intelligent par-
ticipation in activities geared to the interest and comprehension of 
students under wise and cooperative guidance of the entire personnel. 
{ Cf. 3) 
The preservation and advancement of our democratic mode of living 
depends upon the action of our sdhool systems to incorporate these pro-
visions to the end that a more intelligent citizenry will result. (Cf. 
3 and 5:66-67) 
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CHAPl'O III 
PifiSIOAL PLANT .AND EQ.UIPMENT 
. Introduction 
Although considerable has been written concerning. school cafeteria$, 
the majority of writings have been comprised of short contributions and 
mag&ziu.e articles. In many cases, l1 ttle, it anything, has been added 
to the narratives of a few outstanding contributions. In the main, the 
majority of articles appear to be largely digests or pioneer writers. 
instance was a doctor's dissertation by Willard Stanley Ford~ published 
in 1925 by the Bureau of P,ublioations, !eachers .college, Col~bia Univer-
. . . 
sity. The second work was a lengthy volum,e written by :wary DeGanno B17an, 
and published by :r. s. Crotts and Company, in 1936, in New Yo:rk. This 
was superseded by e. second revised edition. 
Despite the large acoumulation ot materials, only a few surveys and 
studies have been made. From these, the data and deductions as to what 
constitutes efficient management and service are based on empirical 
methods, obtained fran pa~ticular locations under certain conditions. 
Because or these varying factors, standardization of practices and meth-
ads have not been arbitrarily established. R.owever, those policies and 
methods that have proven successful should be ta~n as evidence ot the 
best available procedures of present day. 
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Location.-- Authorities are in partial agreesnent oa two JQain pointe. 
-
rirst, that the cafeteria d$servee a central location and should be read-
1l.y accessible from. all parts ot the 'bui:l.ding; and second, that 1 t should 
be placed on either the first or top tloor. (Of. 29:1~ and 6:244; and 12: 
. . . 
39} However, they all agree that the cateteria should not be plac~d in 
the basement. 
' 
Each floor has certain advantages and disadvantages • . These must be 
considered in. connection with the particular use or co.tnbiootion of uses 
which the lunchroan is designed to serve. The exact floor location de-
pends upon the follOWing: 
1. Factors essential to ita own etficient . administration. 
2. The extent of use ot the daily lunch p~iod. 
3. The extent of use in connection w1 th the regular daily curricular. 
4. The amount ot school and community use during atter-scbool hours. 
5. The importance placed on the tou~told develQpment of students • 
-
concepts and attitudes: physically, ~ocially, eethetically, and hygieni-
cally. (Ct. 3) 
For its own efficient administration ~ first floor location allows 
:ready access to an outside entrance fer the receiving of supplies and re-
moval of waste. (Qf. 6:247} The basement immediately below otters a 
convenient etore-ro~ tor vegetables arid other goods. (at. l2:a8} In 
no other way is the basement considered to be an as$et to the cafeteria • 
. Dr. Mary DeGarmo Bryan wri tea: " •••• First tloor location is especially 
convenient and is probably selected: by most architects for this reason 
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•••·" (6:247) An upper tloo.r would necessitate the use or a service 
elevator. (C:f. 12:38} 
In recent years, changes in school policy have made heavier demands 
in the use of the daily lunch period. The lengthening of the school day 
and the trend toward the "closed recess~ 4ave caused a considerable in-
· crease in the nl,llllber of pupils who must be properly seated in the cafe-
teria. Because of this condition, which seems in all likelihood to be 
the universal policy of the future, tbe housing of the school population 
presents a problem from. the adli;l.inistrative po'int of view. A central lo· 
... 
cation, adjacent to a main corridor, will materially reduce traffic and 
congestion regardless of first or upper floor location. Being closer to 
outside exits, the :first floor offers some sUght advantage, but only 
where the "open :recees" prevails, am the lunch hour is of autticient 
: 
I 
i 
II 
le~th to per.mit students to go out-ot-doore in good weather. 
I' 
,I 
( Cf. 29: 14) I 
The location of the cafeteria ~auld also be considered from the 
amount of use in connection w1 th the daily school program, when it is not 
engaged in regular food service. At the time ot' Dr. lrord' e study, in 
.. , 
1926, it was found that over 40 per cent of 73 schools used the dining 
room for regular school purposes. (Ct. U::3.7) Thie trend, which has be· 
came more marked in recent years, seems to have been a product of re-
trencbment program.l!l born from the depression. Cafeterias insulated with 
sound-proof doors and ceilings, and equipped with specially constructed 
slidi~ partitions have been made to serve as general ~tility roams tor 
study, music, sewing, cooking, gl'Jll work, and other acti vi ties. 
One of the most important uses ot the cat'eteria seems to be that ot 
a stu~ha tion made se 
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ot study halle were evaluated tor study etfi ciency. The e~i teria for 
selection wae based on a score card consisting ot 20 items suggested by 
high school principals. The items were weighted by taking the average 
i 
I, 
:vesult of the weightings made b)" 30 school adminietrators. The lunchroom, :i 
! 
wtth a per cent efficiency or 77, ranked third, gathering 88 out of a 
possible 115 points. (Ct. 28:87} Althou,gh Patty listed several objec-
tiona for using the cafeteria as a study hall, he maintained that the ad· 
plan if the original building plans were properly deVised with lib~ 
tacili ties. He remB+"k~d: n· •••• It constitutes a wilding economy not pos-
sible in many room coil:ibin~tions •••• ci tiee are making plaiUI for this type 
of study hall in :f'u.ture buildings." (28:87) .A. recent survey reponed 
that nearly one-t~ird of New England secondary sohoole used the lunchroom 
mGst often for study purposf.>s. (Ci'. 27:121) 
Although the cafeteria can be made to serve iu peveral capacities, 
proVided it 115 as accessible as any classroom, it is difficult to eon-
ceive oi' the dailY dining room being used for both meals and regular gym 
' 
claoses. (Cf. 27:19•21) From expe:vience the writer realizes the difi'i-
oulty or eliminati~ gym odors especially on short notice. 
While t~e use of the cafeteria tor various aotivities appea;r1;5 to have 
worked out with considerable success. the writer does not advocate this 
as a gene~~ policy to b~ followed. There 1• no doubt but that the edu-
cational interests o:t students are better sened by es·tabliahing proper 
i'acilitiee for music, domestic science, sewing, and study, 1~ rooms spe-
oially adapted tor their respective purposes. To illustrate, it is 
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ditticul t to undera1:e,Dd how study conditions in aey lunchroaa can be made 1: 
,, 
to equal a plan which provides tor separate combination study•conterence i' 
l'Ooms leading directly from the central library. (Ct. ~ and 20: 64} Only I 
when a lack ot money is apparent is this departure advoce.ted. 
Because ot the st~ng tendency to widen the use ot the cafeteria to I 
1 
other branches of schoo.l work, the urgent need tot' easy aceeseibill. ty I 
,j 
demands a central location adjacent. to a main corridor. The need tor this II 
position is turther strengthened whenever the home economics teacher is 
also the lunchroom manager. In such a case both departments should be 
close together. 
The amount at school and coUlllluni ty use during atter-echool hours, 
may, in some measure, be a faeto:- in determining the location. Eduea• 
tionallY and socially it may proVide for student c lube, class luncheons. 
I 
I 
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'I 
school parties, athletic banquets, faculty teas, parent-:-teacher luncheons, j· 
I 
service club dixmer meetings, and adult education programs. (Cf. 6:244-
246 and 36: 68) In his survey, Parkhurst found that 44 per c11nt used their 
cafeterias to serve refreshments at evening social functions of the 
school. {C:t. 27:117) 'lith an increase iu adult leisure ti:llle, a survey 
shouid be made to estilDate :tuture community use. Present trend is to ex-
tend the use at school facilitie s to the aommuDity, ! central location 
' :, 
would eliminate unnecessary trackins through co~idors,. A service. ele-
vator woUld provide etticiently tor the needs or a top floor location. 
Perhaps the most important use which may influence the lQcation ot 
the cafeteria is in its contribution to the physical, social, esthetic, 
and hygienic development of the entire school population. Since this has 
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been covered in the previous chapter only a tew l"eli1arks Will be necessary. 
This Viewpoint is well ~ized by educato~s or two different periods, 
25 years apart: 
Intimately connected with the problem of lunches are ¥ll.Y im• 
portant au.bsidiary $Ubjecte. Table ethics, table manner$, and con-
versation ere worthy of school attention. !he reeling of democracy 
and equality can be · easily fostered around the C01D!Uon table, ( 4~: 
163) 
••• ,At no otlle~ time during the eohool day doe a the pupil have 
an equal oppo~uni ty ~o tratenize w1 th his fellow stu.den~•· Oo\Q:'-
teey, thougb.ttul.ness, and attability are but natural habits aoquirod 
and cultivated during this t'01'm8.t1ve period ot a pupil's lite. (25; 
21)) 
The real job of the p\1bllc, seeonClal"Y eehool is to turn out a tutu.re 
citizenry, with those necesse.l"Y' concepts and attitudes, that w1U enable 
them, within the l~ts ot their varied capacities, to live intelligently 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·' 
' 
in our democratic society, {cr. 3) II The compl.eP,ty ot J!'J.Odern Uving ll18.kBs 'I 
this not only desirable but essentia~ if our schools are to have a -vaUd 
reason tor existence at public expenses. (crr. 3.) 
To place the emphasis in this dtrection requires a ;recogni t:Lon or lo• 
ca tional demands~ These requirements are necessary to pl'Qvide the type 
ot environment essential for efficient .training. A top floor location 
makes possible a restful atmosphere, tree as possible trom noise and dis-
tractions. Natural lighting cao.ditions are more easilY secured through 
an abundance or large windows and skylights. Good systems of m.ecb.aniQal 
ven1;ilatio~ have not prevented tood odors from penneating up tb;rough the 
other olasaro~s ot the building • (Ct. 12;39 and 9:255) .A.uthorities 
.sre~ ia recommending the upper floor oa tae basis ot the best pos~ible 
environment, light, and ventilation cond1tions. (cr. 6:U'1 e,nd 12:39·, *' 
I 
II 
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and 9:2!)5) Surely, the advantage~ ot this location to student weltare 
should merit the expense of an eleva~or. fhat the top floor location is 
not simply a JDB.tte~ of theory is borne out by the situation in Pittsburgh. · 
~ •••• The three most recently constructed buildings have cateterias on the 
·-
top tloor.* (2~;164) In the writer's opinion, the top floor location is 
best suited for all purposes ot the school cafeteria, and should be given 
preference wherever possible. 
Size of cafeteria uni~.-· The size of the school feeding unit should 
be appr-oached from 1:he viewpoint of adeq_uacy in its relati(\)n to the educe,-
tional efficiency tor the students. FrCIII. this angle it is necessary to 
consider the types of roCQB and the size of each room. Both housillS and 
educational efficiency can be combined by proTiding roams adequate in 
~ype 8ll.d eapace, for the inclusion of not only present maximum. pupil load, 
but ~lao to take care of future growth, resulting trQJil increased or de-
creased population in the ccmmuni ty and a change in school. policy. Lack 
ot this Vision has resulted in overcrowded conditions with emphasis on 
speed in getting pupils ill. and out ot the dining l'Oam j,n record t1Jn.e. 
There seems to be no general agreement as to the best method for 
determining this matter of size. Each exponent haa hia 01fJl point of view, 
which seems to hold for his p~ticular situation, but appears illogical 
when applied to others. One ~ter advances the theory thal the solution 
-
:uea. in ~scertes.ining the total enrollment of the school. { Cf. 12: 14) 
'!'his idea ia. quickly ~lllfied by e.n illua.tration ~en from a atudy made 
bt Stevens. One school with an enrollment of 1900 served u. ave~e ·of 
7 .a9 per cent -· of its enrollment, While another school 1ri th an enrollment 
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ot 01:1ly 3'15 served an average ot 21.3~ per cent of ite tDrol.lment. (C:f!. 
~:4-5. ) Other wr1 ters propound the idea that the size of the lunchroom 
unit can be determined by taking a certain percen~ge ot the tot~ build-
ing cubage. (Of. 29:14 and 23:4'7) It is difficult to imagine how this 
scheJne can work out to adn.ntage without first knowing the type and scope 
ot the school's educatioPl progl>am. In the pa~Jt, programs haTe been more 
or less ~squeezed in" Qd "'lopped. otttt here and there to fit the building. 
!&3dern education tailors the plant to the o:rterings of the school, and 
at the same tim~ allows ela$ticit1 for future trends. ~e illustrations 
previously given merely point out that no one factor can be uaed as a 
cr1 terion to de1;emine size. ICa.ch s1:tuat1on is an indiVidual. problem. 
In general, the size of the cafeteria unit will depead upon the foresight 
ot e.&ninistrators in applying, aa a ~t of measurement, certain ot the 
following checks to the parti.oul..IU' s1 tu.ation at hand. 
1. School enrol1ment. 
2. Jmount ot money a~1lable for building purposes. 
3. FUnction ot the cafeteria i~ both school and community lite. 
{Ct. ~7:13) 
4. Whether o:r not students are rE~tquil'8d to eat their lunch in the 
cafeteria. (Ct. 6:4) 
5. Distance pupils travel frcm home. 
15. Number of ].unch periods per day. 
7. Length of the lunch period. 
J 
8. Location of lunch periods with respect to. other eating placee. 
9. Open or. clo$ed luneh periods. 
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10. Numbe~ of pupils served. 
ll. Continuous classes. throughout the school day. (Ct. 36:~8) 
12. Possible future enrollment. 
13. Possible changes in school policy. (Of. 9:265) · 
TYRes of rooms.-- 'l!he types of rooms in the cafeteria unit play an 
important role in the service to students and in the efficiency ot the ad-
ministration. , Varying conditions make it ilnpossible to lay down hard am 
tast rules. A separate linen room might not be ot advantage .to all large 
cafeterias. Likewise, in some small schools a diahwashing unit, merely 
n.iled ott tJ-om the remainder ot the kitchen, might prove as satisfact~y 
as one completely enclosed. The follOWing roans should, as a rule • be 
inclu~d in the lunchroom organization: 
1. Dining room tor students, 
2. Dinill$ :tOom tor faculty. 
s. Service space. 
4. Kitchen. 
5. Dishwashing unit. 
6. StoreroQ11l8. 
a. Looker and lavatory mom tor emplorees • 
. 
Comparison ot the results tram a survey of New England secondary 
schools w1 th th$ find.inga. tram :ford's study in 1926, · show that during 
-· 
this j,nterval schools enrollill€; 1500 and more have grad;ually returned to 
the more democratic policy ot providing one dining roam tor both sexes. 
(Of. 27: l2 and 12:: 65) · These latest :findings reveal e. pra.ctice application 
to mode~n ~du.cational theory, It would be interesting to obtain data, 
in this respect, fran other sections of the count ry. 
37 
The status ot taeulty dining roams appears to have undergone 11 ttle 
appreciable change. Separate :r6CIIl8 where: teacheJ."a may enjoy privacy and 
re~tion continue to be a ::!:'SSUlar part ot alaoat every secondary achool 
ot ~ze. In snall schools, these appear to be the exception ra.the;r than 
the rule. T'eaching duties in schools of 100 to 1000 e~llment are just 
aa (U'duous and exacting as 111 larger schoo·ls. In tact, the heaviest 
teach!~ load is usually found in schools o:t low enrollment. .&. separate 
roc:a tor teachers is eorely netlded in our many amall •ohools throughout 
the country. 
M!a1mum enjoyment can be obtained trom the faculty dining rocm it 
supe~ision is aeeampl18hed largely through student participation under 
guidance. fbrough a rotating schedule teachers couLd be released to as-
sist in the trainiJ)g given in te.ble etiquett• and social manners. This 
would allow most teachers the tull lunch period tor relaxation in an at-
mosphere of privacy. 
New schools are plaeins the servins space between the ld. tcben end 
dl ning room. Separation pf kitchen and dining ~om are effected by al-
coves, or sl.iding or roll.ing doors. (ot. 5:863.) The eerving area is 
cJ.ose enough to the kitchen so that efficiency ot the lat~r is no~ ~­
paired during meal time. At the lS8DI.e time it is suf'ficiently removed 
tram student tables. This arrangement pemits the use of both u.n1 ts at 
the same time, during other parts ot the day, with no attendant dis1;ra.c-
tions. 
~e kitchen should be divided into distinct wor~ing unit' with 
proper materials and equipment available. Separate units properly ar-
ranged for cooking, baking, vegetable preparation, sandwich making, re-
I 
frigeration, and d.ishwashing promote efficiency by eliminating interfer-
ence and unnecessary travel. (Ct. l2:a2) 
Special di sb:washing space was found in about one• sixth of the New 
EnglaDd schools. (Of. 2'l:l21} · It is surprisi:p,g that these findings show 
no increase over those made by Ford nearly l.5 years ago. (ct. 12:36) 
During the last tew years a apeeial roan for wasb.ine dishes has been re-
garded as essential. In many schools, particularly small ones, this, space 
he.s merely been a railed ott section of the kitchen. The gain through a 
considerable reduction 1D, breakage, u revealed by studies, is well worth 
the trivial, initial cost. (Of. 27:10) 
This unit should be connected w1 th the dining roQJD. by mean• of a 
alide window through which soiled dishes and trays. may be deposited by 
students upon leaving the lunchroom. This would eliminate unsightly 
trucks or dish tables p~ced along the walls of the cafeteria. {Of. 5: 
271} The dishwashi:ng un1 t should be placed so that no cross traffic will 
,., . 
occur between the serving counter and the dish removal operations by stu-
dents, Ford's study revealed that two-fifths of all schools using this 
idea had this contusion. (q:r. 12.:~5) This dif:ticulty ia ellmillS.ted by 
placing the dishwashing unit on the tront side of the kitchen, so that 
the serving line wil~ pass in the opposite direction. 
Adequate storage tacilities permit the quantity buying ot staples, 
thus insuring purchuing economy. Studies Mde indicate that store.ge 
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facilities are insufficient in number and eize. ~e· recent survey ot Ne~ 
Xngland schools revealed that lesa then one-halt had storerooms. (ct. 
J7: 121) Ford :tound that approxi.mately the same !lumber o:t sChools had 
storerooms o:t inadequate space. (O:t. ].?:~) 
!here should be two types o:t storage rooms. The most immediate 
should adjoin or be adjacent to the kitchen :tor supplies that are regular- ' 
ly _used. (C:t. 9:268 and 29:18) This would reduce travel to the main 
storage roQm which is ottent1m~s iooated in the basement. 
There should also be a main storage room tor staples tram which 
I 
I 
I 
I 
amounts may be taken to replenish the auxiliary storeroom near the ki teh-
'this room is. preferably located ill the basement. A. service chute 
facilitates the direct delivery o:t all crated ~d sacked supplies. (ct. 
II 
I 
26:70} 'j 
I· Both atoreroams should be cool and dry tor the prese"ation ot flour, ·I I 
vegetables, tru.i ts, and perishables, . Windows, heavily screened, aid in 
ventilation. Donovan advocates a galvanized iron vent in the ceiling. 
{ C:t. 9:2.68) aonc,rete floors, walls ot glazed brick, and metal shelves 
and bins are aids to san1 tation and a aa:teguar4 againet vermin. 
A room which has come in tor 11 ttle conaideration in the paat is the 
manager's o:t:tice. 'l.'heae were :found in about one-sixth ot the Mew Eng-
land schools. (C'f. 27: 121) In only COlllpe.ratively large schools have 
aatisfactory conditions been approached. 
'!he manager's work is varied, and much detail requiring aocure.cy is 
--
in-tolved. 'l'alks with students, teachers, employees, and salesmen are 
trequent. These duties require a place that is quiet with at least a 
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~nodi cum ot pri va.ey. 
Sanitation requi:res that a special room with proper washing and 
toilet facilities, and adequate lockers tor the storing ot street clothes 
or unito:rms, be providecl tor employees. Eto.ployees :o.eed aDd appreciate a 
place which hae. accommodations tor cleaning up and changing clOthes in 
privacy. A little attention to the personal comfort and convenience ot 
workers will be amply repaid by better and more efficient service. New 
installations are showing more regard tor this type ot rogm. 
spce requirem~nts tor each room.-- The lack ot floor space distri-
bution, by the best available knowledge, has resulted in wide variations 
ot areas ot like roams tram cafeteria to cafeteria and even with each 
unit. .Roams out ot proportion to pupil load are a~ unwarranted expense 
financially and educationally. 
The a'ize ot the dining room is . tound ti;rst, since it is the key to 
I 
the problem. The space requirements ot the other rooms (service, kitch-
en, and storage) depend upon the pupil load ot the dini~ roQm. 
After the number ot pupils to be accommodated has been deter.mined, 
by the data previously cited, the number ot seats are found by divi~ing 
the area of the dining room by a specified number ot square teet ot 
apace, 4eaned adequate tor the seating comfort ot each in~vid~l pupil. 
Thus, the size of the dining roan is detenU.ned by the number of aseats 
it conto.ill.S; ooneequently, the area of this room is usually reterred .to 
in terms ot a certain number ot dining room eee.t~. Opiniona ~ong au-
! 
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tho,!Uos ""-l'Y in regard to tho number of' square f'ooi. which ee.ch dining !i 
:room seat should include. ~e range i,. trom 8 to l2 aquare teet. (Ct. i1 
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5:249 azl.d 12.:29) This dif'terenoe of opinion may be due to any or the 
following which should be consider~d in seating arransements: 
1. Size and arrangements of tables. 
2. Spacing between tables. 
3. Number of seats to each table. 
4. Spacins and arrangement of $Bats. 
5, Nwnber and width of ~is.les. (Ct, 9:2~) 
However, 9 or lO square feet is usually accepted as the standard. 
(Ct. 23:53} Regarding shape, a dining ;roc:m mo~ reet~lar than square 
is preferred. This lll8.kes i 1: possible to place the serving section on \he 
long axis ot the dining roQIIl with the result that fewer servers will 1)e 
needed and student congestion will be less. (Ct. 5:249) 
The size of the other rooms are reckoned in texms of a certain num-
ber of equare teet for each seat in the dining room. Because there muat 
be a fixed minimum of necessary equipment in any kitchen, small schools 
require a larger proportion ot space than do large schools. Ford places 
the minilnum size of any k1 tchen at 300 square feet. ( Cf. 12:29} How ... 
ever, the area of the kitchen should range from 1 to 2 square teet per 
dining room seat. (Qt. 6;255 and 12:29) This includes space tor dish-
washing and refrige;ration. The remaining rooms (serving space, store-
rooms, manager• s o:t:f'ice, aud locker and lavatory room. :f'or employees), 
sometimes oalled auxiliary rooms, are allowed a total ot 2 aquare teet 
f'or each dining room seat. 
Floors.- The moet common type of dining room floor is cement. 
Studies have revealed that approximately one-halt ot the cafeterias use 
I 
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this type of material, (Ot~ 23:228 and 29;21 and 27:23} Presumably, 
this s~lection was based largely upon the cheap, initial coat. ~e con-
census of opinion is solidly against the use ot cement for the following 
reasou: it is unattractive in e.ppearance; difficult to olean; itl po:roua 
nature allows the e;bsorption o:r &rease, which, in addition to being un-
sanitary, increases its unsightliness; it is hard on the teet; and, it is 
productive of noise. It has been advocated that these disadvantages may 
be overcame by covering the cement with battleship gray linoleum. (Of'. 
29:21} However, it is doubtful if' the increased cost would Justify thies 
procedure. EVen then, it would be inferior to a hardwood floor i'ram the 
viewpoint ot dancing, which seems to play a considerable pan in school 
and community social lite. 
The trend is detinitely toward the use ot hardwood or resilient ma-
terials, such as linoleum and rubber tile. The use of' either eliminate 
the disadvantages p~viously enumerated i'or cement. 'Vrith proper install ... 
a.tion and initial care, both may be kept in excellent condition indetini te-
ly, 
Yriters on the subject tend to favor linoleum, and studies show that 
its use is slightly i~ advance. (Ci'. lS:U-42, 64 and 9:257 and 29:21) 
. . 
On the other hand tl:le initial cost is high and constant care is necessary 
for it• preservation. (Ct. 2.7:24) 
There are obvious ~easons for hardwood floors again coming into 
vogue, The use of' the cafeteria has widened to include the social life 
ot both schoo~ and community. Modern sound-proofing and the use or 
silence domes on chairs and tables have overcome the objection o:r noise. 
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preferable. 
Despite the disadvantages ot cement floors, previously mentioned, 
s~eys reveal their wide usage ill kitchens. (Ct. 25:228 and 27:46) 
While wood is excellent flooring for the dining roam it does not meet the 
requirements for kitchen needs. Kitchen floors demand a. material t~t 
will meet the following standards; 
1. It must be durable to wi tb,stand the heavy •ear and tear of daily 
routine. 
2. It ~at not be too hard on employee's teet. 
3. It must be non-slippery. 
~. It must be $as1ly cleaned. I' 
5. It must be non-absa.rptive in regard to grease. I 
6. It must stand up under trequent washings •ithout appreciative I· 
II 
!leterioratiOI! in the tom at ever-widening, dirt-ee,~ching cracks. lj 
(or. ~7:.46) II / 
.After reviewi~ the various kinds of materialS used, namely: cement, ll. 
wood, -linolewn, stone.,.dust, and quarry tile, it: was found that the l.atter ,, 
was invariably reconmended by experts as best meeting the above criteria. 
(c:r. 9;262 and 6:265.) M. w. Wall advocates af ineb. seem beween ea.oh 
li 
1: 
il 
tile to prevent slipping. {Of. 42) Tb.e small nwnber of kitchens haT~ 
qua~ tile floors, again indicates that ehoiee seems to have been based I 
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on low, first cost rather than upon practicability and tl"'l.e economy. The 
old motto, ttpenn:y wise and pound fa9liehtt, could well be applied here. 
Tal:J,.s.,·· In the previous chapter, dillillg J:'Oom walls were discussed 
in reference to at'b.activeness. FrOlll the aspect of sanitation a amooth 
surtace facilitates cleaning. While plaster mey be used, bricks, it not 
prohibited by expense, should prove more serviceable. In any case, the 
surface should be plazed. Holroyd's survey in the central rural schools 
of Hew York State reveals a definite tren4 toward •ashable walls. (Ct. 
18:41) 
,. 
ID. addition to its decorative feature, wainscoting is ot value in 
protecting walls tram injury. The practicability ot linoleum, in this 
COIUleetion, is 8lllphadzed by Dr. J&iry DeQamo Bryan, who atates:. "Linole-
um is easily cleaned, is not readily damaged, and tends to deaden noiae ••• " 
(5.:8o2l liowever, care must be exercised that no esthetic values are •c-
rii"iced tor material gun. 
Kitchen walls should be cleaned frequently since they are subject 
to a large amount ot smoke and grease. ~all materials should be excep-
tionally durable and yet adm.i t ease of cleanill6• Bri~k Ol" plAster may be 
used here, also, it glazed or eovered with a wainscoting of linoleum. 
Glazed cinder blocks are preferable since they me•t all requirement• and 
are more economical. (cr. 6:265 and 27:47) The la~ge majorit¥ ot New 
EQgl.and secondary schools still use ungiazed brick or plaster. (cr. 2.7: 
47} Wood was reported in only a tew cases. {Ct. 27:47) 
Acoustical trea.tm~nt.-- The diversified use ot the oateteria ~s 
• - f ( - -. A(.. - - . • 
been responsible tor acoustical treatment being regarded as a necessity. 
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45 
In Pi ttsbu;rgh the sound-proofing of walls and ceili:Dgs ie a standard 
specification tor all new cafeterias. (Ct. 23:50) Nearly one~third of 
existing lunchroama have had sane acoustical treatment. {Ct. 23:50) In 
I' 
il 
Ji 
II 
!I 
:I New England a,econdar&- schools nearly one-.tourth have used sound-deadening IJ 
(O:t. 27:122) ma.teriale in lunchroan walls and ceiling. 
For maximum ettioienoy, all doors, walla, floors, and ceilings should 
be treated. When a Choice must be made ceiline.;e hava bee:p. selected in 
preference to walls by a ratio or 3 to 1. {or. 27;122) 
Practically no attention has been given to making food-service equip-
ment sound-absorbing. ~bles o:t metal construction, used in the kitchen, 
especially dish tables may be ettectively sound-prooted through the use 
ot a specially prepared paint. 
The application of a 5/16 inch thick coat ot ~co• to the 
underside of the table, a;nd the insertion of a rubber die;c seated 
in a recess fashioned in the bottQn of each toot, cushions the 
table tram the tloo~ and quiets the apparatus to a marked degree. 
(44) 
LightiP§.-.. The wide use or the catete:ria unit ma.kea lighting con ... 
-- t 
cUtiona important. Well lighted dining roQmS give a cheery atmosphere, 
J 
and meals are better enjoyed. Food can be better prepared under proper 
ill.Umination. \tell lighted kitchens are co-workers with sanitation; the 
ne~d tor cleaning is quickly noted. 
For a long time emphaaie has been p~ced upon good lighting eondi-
., 
tiGJl&• Teachers have regulated cl.assroa:Jl aha<les as needed throughout the 
.. 
4ay to prevent glal:e from stroDg su~ght. Seate have been chaDged tor 
the benefit of pupils with detective eyesight. Within the roam, condi· 
tiona have been ~ro•ed by separate awi~ch controle. Periodic eye 
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testa have been given, results carefully recorded, and parents notified 
of results. With all the stress placed on proper illumination, it seems 
incredible that in some situations inadequate facilities still exist. 
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Ford's study revealed that on the average natU+"al lighting fQr both din.lng !I 
:I 
room and kitchen was only a tritle more than 00 per cent efficient. (Ct. 
12:42) Nearly 15 years later a survey ot the New England secondary 
schools revealed, in a taw cases, the following conditions: 
•••• cellar windows •••• one-halt size, heavily screened and very 
dusty. 
•••• windows :race into air Bhatt. 
No windows. !bree ~ge skylights, ventilators in each. (2:7: 
27) 
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These tew instances are the result ot basement locations, and should I 
On the wholo, present cond1 tiona are /I not be regarded as general practice. 
much improved over those at the time of Ford's survey, The standards ~et 
up by Strayer and Engelhardt, in. 1924, are still the recognized.. criteria . 
by which natural lighting conditions are measured, viz., the window space 
of either room should be equal to 20 per cent ot the floor area. (Of. ~: 
48 end 29;116) 
The best .type ot artificial illumination to:r both dining room and 
kitchen is semi-indirect. .Authoritative opinioll8 and actual practice · 
support this contention, (Cf. 36:68 and 18:65} The intensity ot light 
should be in proportion to the tloor area. Ford advocates l wa-tt of 
electric! ty for each aqua.re toot o:t tloor apace in both kitchen and din-
ing. room. (Ct. 1.2.;44 and 29:17) B:eyan :reels t®.t this amount should be 
trom. two to two and one-hs.lt times as great, (Ot. 6:250, 265) Each 
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working unit in the kitchen should be individually lighted~ (Ct. 23:48} 
-This gives proper diffusion ot tight and places it where it is moat ~eed-
ed. 
Ventilation.-- If the recent su;'Vey of New England secondary schools 
concerning cafeteria ventilation conditions can b& taken as a criterion 
ot the situation in general throughout the country, the problem demands 
particular attention. 
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A.bout one-third of the schools reported a need for proper ventilatim. I 
. \! 
(at. 2.7:54) Holroyd reported that ventilation in the central rural schools ! 
. ' I 
~:f New York State was predaninantly mechanical. (ct. lS:ag, 65, 83) On I 
. I 
the oth8r hand, Parkhurst found that forced ventilatiol!.. exi~ted in only 
about two-fifths of the New England schools. (Ct. 2'7:-54.) These studies 
i 
I 
i 
I, 
I'· 
show a variatioh in practice although the superiority of forced drat\ over I 
cross dra.tt has. been &Omitted. 
cafeteria needs. 
IJ 
(Ct. 9:26.7) For et:tectiveness, separate units should be 11 
,, 
,, 
ii 
The general system of school ventilation has not proved adequate tor 
provided. tor dining ~om and kitchen. In a lafge kitchen an individual 
unit should be installed in the dishwaehing section. (Ct. 12:43) The 
location ot the serving space in modern lunchrooms is such tb.S.t ventila-
tion may be taken care of by the dining roam facilities, otherwise an ad-
ditional unit should be provided. Separate units are easily controlled~ 
and have the turther advantage of being used when required. ( Ot. 12:43.} 
Furniture 
For some time, turn! ture has been chosen w:L tb. little regard to edu-
cational benefits to students or community use. Selection has been made I 
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48 
chiefly on lowt first cost and economy of floor space. Economy is de-
sired, but not at the eaeritice of major outcomes, which the lunchroom 
is supposed ·to foster. The real purpose of the cafeteria is defeated by 
such a policy. The cafeteria today and of the tuture will be used more 
extensively tor both school and community educational and social pur-
poses. As a coDSequence, turniture should be selected in those tel'ms. 
Tables.-- In the past, tables ranging in size from 4 feet or lesa 
to 1% :teet or more, have accommodated anywhere from aix to twelve or mo~ 
students. (ct. 12:55-54) The largest range in the seating capaci-ty of 
tables ia found in Holroyd's survey of the central rural schools ot Mew 
-· 
York state. In his study tram 4 to 45 pupils were accommodated at a 
single table. HOwever, the average seating capacity of each table was 
between 8 and 12 pupils. (ct • 18:58) The idea .of very large or very 
small tables is rapidly disappearing. (Cf. 2.7:34) Present tendency is 
toward tables seating approximately six pupils. · (Ct. 23:165 and 2.7:123) 
A tew tables seating to~ and eight pupils, respectively, should also be 
provided. A4ditional flexibility of use may be obtained by varying the 
shape. Same tables should be round and square as well as rectangular. 
(Ct. 6:254) 
small tables provide a more DS.tural seating tor social training. 
Conversation is exchanged more easily, and the small group :reeling f~J.-
cilitates and promotes an atmosphere of individuality and cooperation. 
This situation is ~oseible with the "mess hall" or "banquet" style of 
. ~ 
table. Fur~er.more, students noDmally eat at these snaller tables out 
-
ot school. Small ~blea are also capable ot being easily moved whenever 
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___ il!_f!!r<~nt sized groups are desired. Obviously, t~se t.ll>_]s_!_l>lll!l!_~~-od;y r~==--
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The great majority ot table bases are of wood construction. The bet- 11 
ter type consist of square, tapered legs doweled into the apron and rein-
'I 
'I j, 
forced with an adjustable metal corner plate. ~Ct. 42) I 
In regard to table tops, wood and linoleum outrank all other materials / 
used, in the order ~ed. The argument against compo$1tion haa been large· ' 
ly one ot coat. Glass tops have proved too fragile as well as noi•Y· 
(Ct. 23;4i) Replacement, due to breakage, plus high initial outlay have 
mitigated against their use. Wood enjoys a wider use, but linoleum is 
taet becoming the favorite. (Ct. 12.:1)5 and 27:32} In tact, linoleum table 
tops are now standard in all Pittsburgh school cafeterias. (or. 23:165) 
From the standpoint of' durability, ease of' cleaning, quietness, appearance, 
and cost, this :material is preferred. (Cf. 12:55 and 15:44•45) 
Aside from initial outlay, a blister-proot bakel1 te ·veneered top such 
as Fo:rmiea, Econoli te, or Micarta is recommended tor extensive com:rnuni ty 
use where emok1ng is pe:rmi tted. These materi4tls have all the advantages 
:mentioned above tor linoleum, and are the only materials that will sue-
cesstul.ly resist cigarette burns. This quality accounts for their use in 
higher ~de commercial restaurants. - ~is feature is accomplished by the 
insertion ot a thin sheet of aluminum directly below the top ~ace 
which causes an even distribution of heat. Its hard eurtace permits no 
abaorption ot grease which 11nole~ allowe to ~ small, although not pro-
hibitiTe, extent, The cost of these materials is approximately twice II 
I that of wood. As a consequence, their use would be lim1 ted to only those 1 
I 
schools posseasing ample budgets. (Cf. 14 and 42} I 
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Seats.-- With the change in tables there has also come about a 
change in seats. Stools and benches are usually being replaced with 
chairs. ( ar. 29; 2'1} The tranai tion is gradual and undoubtedly impeded 
by lack of funds. Many scb.ool.s are usill8 all three types, and in these 
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schools. stools and benches still predaninate. (Ct. 12:56 and 2~:35) . 
In Pittsburgh. the use or stools still persists. Wooden stools nave given I 
I 
way to those ot steel equipped with glides. (Of'. 23:166) It is ditticult j 
to understand the philosophy which prompted this policy in view ot Pitts-
burgh's modera cai'eteria. equipment. Swingb.g stools, attacheq to legs ot 
tables have been adopted for recent installations in Springf'ield, Masaa-
chusetts. {Ct. 42) 
War condi tiona have made 1 t virtually impossible to obte,in imported 
- . 
bentwood chairs, which h~ve been so populAr in the paat. These chairs 
are made :f'rom Carpathian be~cllwood, a wood more plia.ble tor bending than 
native ash tram which domestic bentwood chairs are manufactured. In ~d-
dition to being less expenaive, the imported product is considered to be 
superior in quality. As the stoe~ of imported bentwood chairs is being 
exhausted, the American-made bentwood product or gl.ued chairs must b.e 
substituted. {ct. 42} 
One authority speaks ot a new type or lunchroom chair built to aid 
pO$ture • ( Cf. 27:35) In this connection, the writer has eon:te~d with 
experienced persons actively engaged in equipping cafeterias. To their 
knowledge, chairs speciricall.y designed to aid posture are used only in 
business orfices. (Ct. 42 and 14) SuCh chairs have not been used in 
.. 
either school or CODIDlercial oa:teterias. (Of, 42 and 14) 
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Serrice and Ki tche:n Equipzne:nt 
Studies showi~ the different items or kitchen and service equip- 1/ I 
ment, used in schoola ot various sizes throughout the country, reveal a 
wide difference or opinion. (Of. 16:71') Recommended listtt eho:w a similar 
variation. 'file wri tar has spent considerable time and ettort in an at-
tempt to develop tram these lists the best setup tor different aized 
! 
!J 
II 
schools, which would reflect a concensus ot opinion. This lack of agret-
tnent has made any generalization too va~e to be ot any practical value. 
/! 
I! 
'I 
!I 
trom the viewpoint ot student weltare and cafeteria administration, the 
type ot serving equipment is :tundaDIS!ltall.y the 88Dle regardless ot the 
aiz$ ot the school. Pupil demand is th~ cause of any increase in size 
ot 8f:!U1pment and duplication ot units. 
II 
In any cafeteria, provisions must !1 
il be made tor a counter equipped with tray slide; stand containing trays, 
silver, and napkins; guard rail; cash register and stend tor cashier or 
checker or both; mellU boards; and waste paper contai:Q.ers. 
'!'he counter ~ould be divided to include space tor hot and cold 
:f'oods. Hot dishes require a a team table and cocoa urn. C.o1d foods ne-
ceslitate e. cold pan tor lie-lads, desserts, anti fruit juic$s. Bottled 
milk is usually" stacked in iced racks. A.. re:t"rigerator close by to re-
plenish the counter display ia a convenience. An ice cream eabinet 
~hould also -e provided. Large schools =ay require the additional use 
ot disb.wa.rmers, aervioe tables, re:tri~eratore, ud coin ehaxagers, other-
wis.e the type ot equipment, basic to large and small schools, is iden.-
tical. 
I Boston UniversH:v· 
.' School of Educa ti~n I Ubrmy 
·· ~ 
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52 
The :f'ollowi~ equipment is submitted as beill8 :f'undemental to all 
ca:f'eteria service uea&h Items marked with an asterisk are :f'or large 
schools that SJerve mol'e than 200 students. (C:f. 48} Items are placed in 
accordance with the natu:al order o:f' student procession in the line. 
This arrangement has combined cafeteria efficiency, aa required by sci en-
t1:f'ic installation, and educational guidance of •tudenta, which decrees 
that the more nutritious foods be accorded the most favo~able counter 
positions. 
1. eateteria ·Coumter and !ray Slide 
2, Tray and Silver Stand an.d Napkin Rack 
3. Steam '!'able 
4. Bread and 5and1rich Section 
6. Cold Sa. lad -Pan with insert :f'or fruit juices 
6. :Pa~try and Deaaert s ·ection 
7. Ice Cream Cabinet 
. . 
e. Display Shelving over itEIDlB 4, 5, and 6 
~. Cocoa Urn 
10. Checker's and Ce.ehier's Stand 
u. Guard Rail 
~. Cash Register 
14. W'aste Paper Containers 
*15. Dish viilmers · 
*16. Ser.vice Tables 
*17. Refrige~tor 
ll-
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*18. Ooin Cha~er 
In general, dish trucks, soiled dish trays, food trucks, milk and cream 
coolers, and hot water urns are usually eliminated in modern installa-
tions. (Cf. 42) 
Counte.r.-... Separate serving counters f'or boys and girls are found 
mostly in large schools. 
tacilitate service. 
( Cf. 2.7 :. 53) The probable reason for this is to 1 
I' I 
~e length of' counter ~ould be determined by local conditions. 
this connection some of the factors to be conside~d are numbe~ to be 
served, complexity of' menu, and length of' lunch period. (Of. 2g:28) 
trend is ·towe.rd shorter counters. The broken guard rail has frequently 
more than doubled counter ef'f'ieiency as measured by number of' pupils 
served. (Of'. 6:257-258) 
Cash register.-· The necessity for speed and accuracy during the 
noon meal make a ca$h register indispensable f'or even small schools. 
(Cf. 27:52) As might be expected, large schools have the greatest num-
ber. (01' . 16:59) Du.ring the last few years an improved type has been 
developed which tabulates the name of' each item and price together with 
the total amount of' each check. This ia the same type ot machine used 
so extensively ill chain grocery stoJ;'es. With this 1U8.chine an acc\11"8.te 
check can be made on the 1;y'pes of :toad sold and the number or portione 
of' each kind. Since this machine can do the work of' two people :more ac-
cu;ately and in l.es~ time the need f'or a checker is less apparent. ..l 
=arked decre~se in the use ot checkers hae been noticed 1D schools where 
this machine is used. ( O.:t'. 42} With this systeJll a checker is ot val:Q.e I i 
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only wheu competent to aid students in proper tood selection. 
ter ot fact, the trend appears to be toward the elimination qt checkers, 
even in large schools, regardless ot· the type at machine or method of 
payment used. (Of. 18: 59 end 42) 
. . 
TYJ?es _of JP.tchen es,uipment.-- The difference it>. the requirements for 
kitchen equipment in ditferent size schools i~ more marked than. in the 
case of service equipment. (C:f'. l.Z:51 and 42} .t small schOOl needs a 
In addition to this list, a large school will need 
1
. 
different equipment to take care of a larger volume of work. (Ct. 42) 
certain minimum list. 
The following equipment is submitted as being fundamental to all 
cafeteria kitchens. Items marked with an asterisk are for larger schools 
that serve more than 200 students. {Cf. 42) 
1. Bange with Rood or Canopy 
2. Cook's Table 
3. Pan Rack 
4, Vegetable 'l'able 
· -
5. Vegetable SiJI.k 
e. Soiled Dish 'fable 
7. Glean Diah 1.'e.ble 
s. Dishwashe: 
9. Pot Sink and Drain Boards 
10. Service Refrigerator 
11. Mixer and Chopper Attachm$nt 
12. :Meat Slicer 
13. can Opener 
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*14. Vegetable Pe~ler and Trap 
*1~. Stock Kettle (gas or steam tired) 
*16. Bake Oven 
*17. Bake~'s Table 
*18. Baker's Sink 
*l9. Mixing Machine (larger size) 
*20. Sandwich Table 
*21. Butter Cutter 
*22:. Vegetable Steamer 
*23. Food CUtter on Pedestal 
·· Dishwashing machine."'!- .L dishwaahing machine has cane to be regarded 
as essential, although the number in actual use disproves the statement. 
A great need still exists for these machines in small schools. Only large 
sohools. seem to be adequately equipped. The survey ot New England second-
uy schools showed that only slightlY more than two-fifths of all schoole 
reported as having dishwashing machines. (Ct. 27:p0) Dishwa.ahing by 
ma.chine, it properly done, is more sanitary, reduces breakage, and is 
labor-savi:og. A special machine tor washing glaases is seldan practical 
in even the largest schools. Straw~ are more sanitary, chee,per, ·and more 
convenient. 
For taciU tating cleanliness, washing compounds haTing sodium meta-
,, 
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phosphate as a base may be used. Although they have been tounq to be I 
more !>J!POnsi vo than ordinary waohil>8 l'O'fdoro, they 1-e<luce dopoei t• OJl both I! 
dishes and machine. (Ct. 43:469) I 
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Criteri~ tor se~ection of' equtpment.-- Situations showing the pur-
I' 
chase ot hotel ranges &nd two-basket dishwe.ehing machines in schools where il 
!\ 
I 
less than 2 per cent of toods purchased are hot dishes and the majority 
ot eales are tram resale roods, indicate the lack of' intelligent purchas-
ing. (Ot. 6:26'1} "Over-equipment" or equipment that is clearly out ot 
f'ocus w1 th the existing situation may be eliminated it buying is scien-
titically planned. 
The size and q-uality ot each piece ot equipment should be determined 
on the basis of u.se, pel'n18llenoy, and funds -.vailable. · As a consequence, 
each item should be selected in ter.ms ot: 
1. Number of' pUpils served. 
2. Type and frequency of' toods served. 
3. Possible changes in foods served and in methods of service. 
4. Length ot time equip11lent is expected to be used. 
5. Possibility of' equipment becoming outmoded because of new tm-
provem.ents. 
Local surveys, based on the above criteria, will ~r.nish data which 
will reveal future trends and present neede. In no other way can the in~ 
telligent purchasing ot equipnent be accomplished. 
The following excellent susgestions pertaining to equipment aelec-
tion were taken from an article written by Katharine W. Harris, an ex-
pert in he~ field: 
1. What is the total plan expected to achieve and what values are 
to be given tirst place? Does it take into consideration the 
conditione peculiar to the . sit~tiQn? . 
2. Is the possibility ot expansion and tuture needs to be consid-
e~ed? 
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:5-. What major purpose is eaeh piece of equipment expected ~o serve? 1/ 
Does it meet the condi tiona oi' optil:a'Um suitability to usage re ... 
qairements and space limitations? 
4. What does the equipment require in ord$r to operate effectively 
and are these services available tor a reasonable e;x:pendi ture? 
How mueh will 1 t cost to operate an4 :maint•in and is this ex-
pense justified in tel'nl$ at the anticipated income? 
5. Wb,at itJ; the estiloa.ted Ute ot this piece ot equipment? Is this 
in keeping with other items at equipment and with the building 
as a whole? 
6. Will rapid progress in engineer!~ make this item ' obsolete before 
~t has worn out? (17:62) 
Purchasi:'\§ econ!I!Dl.-- Tho :rirst principl.o :ror real economy in equip- II 
me:a:t pu.rche.sing coiUJiders price in connection with qua 11 ty. This idea 
has been aptly expressed by Ruskin: 
There is hardly anything . in this world that some man canno-t 
make a little worse and a little cheaper, and the people who con-
sider price only are this man's ~wtul prey. (Ct. 4:la) 
Mr. M.. W. Wall, New England Branch Manager oi' S..- Bliekl!lan, Inc,, bas been 
installing ·school cafeterias tor the pas-t 20 years. In a recent address 
betore the Power Engin~ers Association of Boston, he said: 
For schools, ••• when the equipment goes into p~ent struc-
tures,. the lite ot the equipment $auld be enduri)l8 •••• and sound 
economies dictate a higher first eost and the use of fUlly corro-
sive resistant materiala such as Monel Metal or Stainl.eps Steel. 
An evident t~th about food-service purchases, which many 
either_ overlook o~ have not realized, ia that everyone has to $-
bark on appro.xilnatel;.J the $a.me proportional expense per unit for the 
Jnost e lem.entacy que.ii ty-... and many Jeop le unwise J.y stop there. . E:ve17 
doU.ar spent qver and above the baeic miu1Jrtum. with 0,. capable :ti;m 
provides refinements and quality which are of value tar in excess ot 
the proportional increase in the cost ot the equipment. (41:9) 
'.l!lle second principle is to do business witl!. those houses that can 
show concrete e.vidence of having solved silnilar probleJI~S satisfactorily. 
Otten times schools near at hand will otter convincing proof. 
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Milch of' the equipment in the ki tehen and service area is manutac· 
tured by the f'i~ with whom the order is placed. 'l'hese 1 tema are known 
a• ~fabricated equipment• as distinguished fro~ ~standard equipment• made 
--
elsewhere. The manufacture of' fabricated items is a highly CO.lJlPle:x in-
dustry,_and requires an elaborate organization which includes research 
and testing departments. Since every aa.tietactory t:raneaetion includes 
quality of' product and proper installation the best guarantee is based 
largely on ·the ability o:t the f'inn to do high grade work becall3e of' supe-
~ior knowledge, facilities, t~ined personnel, and proteseional attitude. 
Drinkip.§•water eg.uieent.-• The wide use ot bubblers is due to their 
inexpensiveness. (Cf'. 18:58 and 27;40) Tests ha"f'e shown that pupils 
Q:J:ink more water when gla$ses are used, but the e~enae of' various con-
tainers has prohibited their use except in a tew, large high schools. 
(at • 27: 39) Paper cups are the most sani ta.ry- but they oan be used only 
once. A. common complaint ia: that their use results 1~ a littered tloor, 
regardless ot' the size of the receptacle provide~ for used cups, Campo" 
sition cups, while indestructible, are deemed too costly. Consequently, 
the only inexpensive and sanitary device l$1't is the bubble~. 
The ~o~tant things to consider 1~ connection with drinking toun-
~ins are thei:r location &lld number. '!he n:tio suggested is one to every 
150 pupils. (01'. 27:41) .Bubblers should not be ple.eed where trat'tic is 
heavy. Pupils will n(>t stand around a crowded i'ountain waiting tor a 
drink much more than they will stand in 11~ waiting tor an opportunity 
to ~eh their hands~ Good locations are along side walls and at ends ot 
room. (Cf'. 27:42) 
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Results from surveys indicate that there is still room. tor much 1m-
provement. Holroyd stated that less than 50 per cent of the rural schools 
in central New York $tate had bubblers, {Ct. 18:~) Since two•thirds ot 
these were iocated iXI. the larger schools, it is evideDCe that the CUStatllal7 ' 
neglect is in the small school, of which this country has a large number. 
The problem of location is pointed out by Parkhurst's study of the Nel'f 
England schools, in which less than one-half had drinking fountains stra-
tegically placed. (crt. 27:4~) 
Drinking tou.ntains may be kept cold economically b7 beiue attached 
to the compressor of the ref~igerator unit 1~ the kitchen, (Ct. G:277) 
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CHAP1'ER IV 
POL!CillB OF MANA.GEMI!!NT 
Personnel 
31ol!ent quali~i~ationa.-· The duties ot mal]ager have taken on a. 
larger perspective because ot the increaaed educational function of the 
lunchroom. As a result, the hiring of mamgerp and supervisors has been 
mo~e selective. Sinoe 1950, the selection in Pittsburgh sChool cafeterias 
haa been ba~ed o~ definite criteria set up by the Board of Education. 
(ct, 25:14, 159) Studies reveal a <Jatin.ite trend toward 'basing selection 
on education, training, and experience. S~veys in achool ayatams report 
that college-trained managers mnge from 'three•fiftha to nine-tenths of 
total managers. (Of. 27:133 and 35:65 .. 66) The majority of pn.ctical 
maDagers, as might be expected, are in amall achools. (Ct. 2'7:97) 
College•trained managers, with academic standards equivalent to 
other ·members of the stat:t, give the proper educational emphaiSia to the 
tunction of the oateteria. (Cf. 6:49 and 23:14) 
This broad, cultural background should be supplemented by special-
ized training 1~ home economics, dietetics, and institutional management. 
(at. 30:64 and 37:518} 
Upon this br6ad foundation practical expe~ience is more meaningful. 
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"' Jl. successful experience as a manager or the completion ot a.n apprenticeship .
1 
t~aining course in a school eatete~ia is being increasingly demanded of 1: 
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. aspirants for ma.Dage:rh.l posi tiona. ( Cf • 29: 3g and 30:62) In Pitts-
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b~gh school ca:f'ete:rias, the average practical experience as manage.rs 
before appointment to the system was slightly in excess of two years. 
(Cf. ~3:160) Promotions from the ranks averaged about seven years Of in-
service training. (Of'. 23:1~0) 
With the e:xcep ti on of Pi ttsbu,rgh, no data :l.~ regard to age lilni t e 
:f'or managers or supervisors was noted. . In thh system, the reported aee 
range was bet•een 31 $D.d 35 years for the largest number ot managers em-
ployed. (Ct. 23: 25-27} Forty years seenus to be the age limit sillce none 
older were selected. (Cf. 23:1~) 
The selection of employees should be determined by their ability to 
meet certain qualification•· (Of. 6:55) The qualifiQations Will vary 
according to the size ot the school end conditions peculiar to it. As a 
rule, each worker has a variety of duties, each of which requires a cer-
tain akill. As a consequence, different 8Jilllloyees have different skill 
combinations for the same daily routine. The capable manager should 
jl 
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select that $kill cQD.bina.tion Which best tits in with his present organi- Jl 
II 
I 
H.tion! ,A. reliable method useq in dete:rmining a.n $mploye,e' s skill is to 
follow him through hi~ daily routine during the try .. out period. (Cf. 6: 
I 
eol I 
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In large schools a competent ~ger analyzes each joQ in te~ or 
the work involved. Fran: this detail, a job spe_cif1cat1on sheet is D1$.de 
up, This breakdown gives a comprehensive picture ot the day'~ work in 
teJ:mS of the various duties, equipment ~eeessary, time required, working 
I 
conditions, responsibilities of employee, remuneration, and also includes t __ ___: ________  
------------------- . ·- ·r------
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othe:r pertiD.Qnt p~;rr:sona1. intol:mation conoe:rlling the worker that is hel~ 
tu.l to the manaae:tt. This method tacili tates the choice ot the.· right 
person, ~ fair distribution ot labor, and future promotions. (Ct. 6:5~ 
60} I~ Salaries and wages.- The to·Uowing 1ntorma~ion will show the tutili- 1 
i 
ty of makiAS other than • generalization conce~ng salary · schedules for 
I 
i 
manager. Pi tts'burgh cafeterias show a range trcm $6,00 to $U.OO w1 th an j 
average of $8.45 per ~1· {Ct, 23:23) St. Louis schoola have a dist.ri- I 
bution from $8.60 to $13.60. (ct. 5'7:~1'1) New Rngland eecon4ary schools 
~ f~ ~~o,oo tor • 20-hour week up to $47.50 for a 4Q-hour week. (Ct. 
27:80) J. ~vey ot 25 Jllid ... western high schools reported an average annual. 
salary slightly in excess ot #1200.00. (Ct. 35:69) 
With the exception ot the Pit~aburgh study no criteria was found upon 
which salaries were based, In thie insta:nce the amount depended upon 
tenure and total annual volume of' aalea. {Ct. 25;23) Additional factors 
that probably govern mBllagers' salaries are: size of school, leugth of 
school year, hours worked pel;' day, and status of tull or part-time ~-
ployee. 
There seems to be no agreement as to liho should ass\.ijlle responsibility 
for payment ot the manager'!! salary. Reported p:re.cticea or sane large 
c;i ties i:Qdicate a trend towa~d tho enti~ pay:m,ent out of c.atote;ria ;ro-
ceip~s. (at. 2~:23) Studies sh<nr that payment 18 JDB.de in one of' three 
ways: (1) entirely out ot current receipts; (2:) by school board appropri-
ation; and {3) divided betwee.n school board e.nd cafeteria.. (Ct. ~7:80) 
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Detini te wage sealea tor employee• are in operatioJ:l in &OJillt of the 
larger cittea. (Ot. 25:61) ~ese - sche~les p~ovide aeparate rates tor 
' -
tull-time and part-time workers.· Wages tor tull-tilne workera are relative .. 
lY ~onstant in that they depend more upon the size ot the cateteria than 
I' II 
'I 
I 
upon the part of the country in which they are located. (cr. a:a7) Part .. . 
time employees average about 55 cents per hour~ (cr. ~;~1) 
The payment of' employees from lunchroom receipta has become an ac-
cepted practice. (Cr, 25:25 and 57:519) Payment should be :made in ac-
I 
I 
II I! 
!J 
cordan:.ce with qualifications, length ot serV.ice, dependa'biUty, and BDlOunt ,, 
II 
ot work accomplished. {Ct. 25:24) 
In addi t.ion to wages, tull ... tilne employees usually receive breakfast · 
and lunch, while part ... time workers are allowed only lunch. c a:t. 25: 24 and 
6:68) 
Student emplozees .-- 1!he matter o:t student help is of colJ.Sidera.'ble 
importance, especially in large cafeterias. In Pittsburgh, the Board of 
Education has dnwn up regulations, in some detail, governing student em-
,. 
ployment. (Ct. 25:17) 
The real. purpose ot student empl;oyment illS to give needy pup1la a 
DlO:re adequate lunch tb,an oan pe ob-tained :t.'rOm home. care must bEt ta.lten 
that the duties do not seriously interfere with claS$ work. (Ct. 15:61) 
.Al.thoua)l. it; is cuatom.ary to give preterence to the most need.y cases, 
quali1'1cations ehould be considereQ., to some exte11.t, in order that the 
ei'tieiency ot lunchroa.m service is not seriously impaired. (Ct. 27:105) 
Situations involving atudent incQMPeteney, or lack ot opportunity, d~e to 
adult employment tound more trequently in large se~oola, should be pro-
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vided bf a separat$ tund included in the school b~dget. Thie is an o~ 
ligation ot the school board to the community and should be tu1tilled. 
S~ch a policy would take care of any situation in whieh a child is denied 
work because the mother is employed in the same lunchroan. It would also 
facil!tate an equitable distribution of employment among indigent pupile 
based on aptitude. 
'I!he J..o..rgest use ot student. labor ns in tood serv!Qe. (Ct. 12:'1& 
and 19:~6) Cashiers e.nd servers were mentioned most treq_uentiy. (Ct. 
12: '16. and 23:160 ud 27:00) Various studies discloeed the frequency ot 
positions as .tollows: cashiers, servers, dishwashers, cleaners, and 
checkers. (Ct. 23:160 and 2.7:60 and 19:37) The most important position 
is cashier. 'l'hh is especiallY true in schools where checkers and compe• 
tent adults tor supervising proper food selection are not maintained. A 
good cashier Should be impartial. She should conscientiously and conti-
dentieJ.ly report to the manager any information concerning her duties 
which may be ot assistance. The duties ot a COJnpetent cashiel" involve the 
1. ~wledge ot tood prices. 
2.. Check total purchases oi' food.· 
3. Make change accurately and swii'tly. 
4. Observant aa tot 
a. Size ot portions. 
b. Unattractive serving!B• 
. . 
c. Poor i'ood-selection. 
d. Carelessness of counter help. 
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It t.a not. considered advisable to use students in food preparation. (Ct. 
12:76 and 23:17 ~nd 19:36) Practices in New England schools indicate a 
:re.irly evenly, divided opinion. (Ct. 27:106) 
The average daily length of student labor is app~imately 30 min-
utes. {Ct. 19:38 and 27:80 and 6:70) 
It is an accepted fact that most schools pay tor pupil service. 
(Ct. 12: 76) Remuneration is made in rood, cash, or both. (Ct. 23:17) 
. . -
Payment · in food is more common, and is recommended because· it aids needy 
studen~s to obtain a proper lunch, which otherwise would be impossible. 
( c:f. 19: 58 and 2.7: so) 'l'his method also ellminatee the temptation to use 
. . 
the caah earned or to sell the tickets earned in order to patronize the 
candy counter, should one exist. 
in te:rms or food than in cash. Student workers receive an 
average of 25 cente per hour. (cr. ti:69 and 27:80) Payments in food are 
usually somewhat higher, (Ct~ 19:38) The position of cashier appears to 
be the beet paid. 
Policies and Practices in ·Sale of Food 
Price re~lation.•- There are two methods of determining prices. 
One method demands that the size ot the portion remain conatant. while 
the other necessitates that the p:rice remain coxietant. Fluctuations in 
eost or rood, labor, ~nd miscellaneous expense will. oause a frequent 
change in price to students. These changes are a source of annoyance to 
purchasers, and either cashiers or servers, dependiug upon the system 
used. 
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fhe fixed price plan eliminates this trouble by varying the size of 
the portion in rel.s.tion to cost. The advantages of the fixed price p~~ 
cedure are: 
I 
' 
I 
I 
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I 
1. !l!icketa may 'be purchased in advance w1 thout thought to food selec- 1 
tion. 
2. Students are enabled to receive more beneficial foods through a 
larger assortment, at the same price. (et. 23:7~75) 
Sto.nda,rdized recipes, eg,ui;em,2nt, and J>Orti,ons • ...- In order to meet 
expenses 1 t ia es.sential that food costs be accurately controlled. The 
~se of standardized recipes involves a careful accounting of all i~redi-
ents used so that accurato unit coste of food portions can be determined. 
{ Cf. 23.: 166} Servings ot ca.nned fruit or vegetables should be calculated 
tram the size of the container. 
The use of stan@rd.ized equipment, unifol'Jil containers, and standard 
weight make it possible to serve the en.ct portion previously determined 
by the ste.n(lardized recipe. Of the methods, Parkhurst found that over 
one-half of New England schools used stand$rdized equipme~t, more t~ 
one-fourth used standard containers, and le~s than one-tenth used stanQ&rd 
weight. Nearly two-fifths ot the schools still relied on guesswork. ( Cf. 
ll 
27:127} 1 
Student criticism. eoncenung quantity is elimi:ll!lte4 by uniform. por- . il 
ll 
'i I, 
II 
tiona. trnifomi ty is. aeeured through the employment of standardized 
. , 
equipment, such aa ladles, bread cutters, and meat and cheese slicers. 
(Of'. 19:45) 
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Left-oTer.a.-• Food. that cannot be used the next day in food prepare.- ji 
II tion may be sold to employees. The price shoUld include only costs of 
I 
I 
raw tood plus labor. I 
The practice ot. giving left-overs to indigent .students, while commend· ' 
able, . seriously impairs food coat accounti:ng. A sepa:n.te tund establiahed 
1
j 
~ . 
Q.y the Board of »iuoation is more efficient trom a business standpoint and 
more desirable i'J:'Olll a social standpoint. 
Plate waste.-- The quantity of food 1ett on students' plates should fl 
'be negligible. J.. ~ge -ount o:r plate waste indicates la.ck o:r palatabil- i 
ij 
II 
i 
1 ty or tao generous portions. Daily inspection ot garbage will reveal it 
this condition exists. Dr. Bryan feels that edible was.te, exalusive of 
liquid and skins, ahould approx1lua.te three ... tenths ot an ounce per meal. 
{ G:f. 6:223} 
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_Methods ot student ptrfehasiD.§·""- The several methods ot student pur- J 
chasing may be enumerated as: j 
1. Bay server i~ oash. 
a. Fay checker or cashier in caah. 
.. 
3-• Pay checker or cashier with tickets or metal 1;okens and cheeks. 
4. Deposit oash in auto~tic cash bo:x at time purchase is made. 
The first method is without doubt the poorest ot all. '!he handling 
.of both food and money by the ser ver is un~nitary; the double duty is 
time consuxning since the line is oontinuaD¥ held up hy a few people; and 
there is no check on sales at the end ot the day. 
'J!he second scheme ue~ds only one person to assume responsibility for 
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receipts. There ia also less opportunity for coUusion. The e,ddition of !1 
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a checker will spe~d up payment. Unless e. broken rail ia used, hot dishes I 
ay become cold while waiting in line, and pupils su:pplementing lunehea 
trom l:u:me will be slowed up appreciably in order to purchase, in :many in-
stances, a single item. 
The third procedure accelerates service and provides a double check 
on dishonesty. However, more time is required to check cash 8D.d unsold 
tickets at the close ot the day, Tickets are considered to be more sani-
tary than metal tokens or checks • (Ct. ~~= 88) 
The :fourth plan proVides tor th·e use ot an automatic cash box, in-
stalled at each of several counter sections. aided by the broken rail. 
(C:t'. ~:91) This box is constructed so as to hold the money deposited by 
. each stUdent, tor each item selected, in full view ot surrounding patrons. 
Attar server is satisfied that proper ooiDS have been inserted, they are 
released into the reCeptacle by a lever operated by the ee;rver. 'l'b.ia aye-
tem makes oollusioa practically ilJlposa:ible~ (Ct. 23:g,l) 
'l!b.il!l is the moat 88llitary of all methods s:.tnce the purchaaee alone 
handles the money. ':Chis scheme pel.'Dli ta. the aelection, payment, and ~ .. i, 
II 
moval ot food in one coordinated movement, quickly, and without contUsion. 11 
II 
!i 
'I 
II 
i' 
. 'l'b.e ability ot this procedu~ to supply a steady stream ot customers 
quickly and yet unhv.rriedly, has practicallY eUmil18.t$d the waiting line .• 
(C:f'. 23:73} 
~i~ arrang~ent makes possible the enjoy.ment and benefits ot hot 
or cold dishes at their optimum temperattU"ea. In addition, students are / 
not forced to ~uy their entire lunch at 
second period ot waiting. And finally, 
-. ···----------- ---- ----------
one time in order to aTo1d a j . 
trays are not necessary unlese I 
. . . i. 
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11 several items are purchased silnulte.neously. (C'f. 23:91) 
,, 
11 Separate boxes at each counter section pro'fide an accu;rate check Qn 
'the volume of eales 'of ll:ll"ious foods, equallY a~ well as does the auto-
matic tabulating cash register. By eheeking receipts against number of 
po~tions sold, in each a~etion, it is possible to determine if proper size 
portione are being dispeneed. 
The only dise.dV'antage, if it be one, is that students must learn to 
have a sufficient number ot coins of the proper denomination. J$ thia 
~bit is acquired the duties of the cashier will cor~espondingly decrease. 
In very large schools a money counting maahi~e woul4 be a valuable ad~ 
junet .. 
The use of any method employed in student purchasing will depend upon 
conditions peculiar to the schoo~. For example, the cash box ~ceiving 
system is exclusive with Philadelphia, 1fhile Pittsburgh is the only city 
using automatic ticket vending machines. (Ct. 23:169, 179} On the other 
hand, a survey of New England secondary schools showed that tickete or . 
tokens were used in only a little more ' than one-fifth ot . l74 schools. 
(Ct. 27:90) Because ot th~ advantages attributed to the casJ;l box plal:J, 
it woul~ not be surprising to .see it more gene~lly adopted i~ tuture 
schools ot all si~es. 
Finance and Control 
Distribution or cafeteria recei;ets.•• Det'inite standards tor the 
. . . . 4 
percentage ot coat of each expense item i~ the distribution ot' cafeteria 
receipts are necessary tor the control ot' the management. (ct. l2:'1?) 
I However, there is little agreement among writers as to the apeoific items 1: 
! 
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and th~ pel"cen~e allotments that should b~ borne by the eafete:ria, with ~~ 
the exception ot food ~d labor costs. (Ct. 2?:130 and 12:78 and 6:125- II 
126) Tnese two costs constitute the greater part ot expen8es and for the j 
purpose of comparison the following chart is included: I 
Percentage distribution of cafeteria receipts as shown by tive authorities. 
· -
. . 
Other 
Reference Number Food Salu'iea E:J.:penees 
of 
Schools .. .. Per cent Per cent Per Cellt 
-(l) (2} (3} (4) .. (5) 
- -
19:57 56 29 lf5 
·· ·-
~5i32;.35 63 30 '1 
·o:U.a 8? a5 27,5 7,5 
2.7:62 1'1'1 .'10 l7 13-
J.ai'18 31 oo.g 24,4 14,7 
12:'16 15 69.9 21.7 a.~ 
.... ·- -
The range ot rood costs is found to be from 56 to 70 ~er cent with a 
mp.n of 63 per cent and the range ot salaries from 17 ~o 30 per cent with 
I 
,j 
!I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
a mean of 23.5 per cent. The greater ~iation in the range ot salaries 1 
. . I 
ia due to the fact that in some cities the manager's salary is not charged 1, 
II 
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Current expenses; or total cost of sales, are the cos'ts charged 
dire.etly or indirectly to the cafeteria department, and paid out of 
receipts •••• no charge is made :tor tuel, rent, heat, light or janitor 
service, which are furlliab.ed by the Board of Education •••• (23:31) 
:Major expenee itozu generallY used, may be classified aa follows: 
1, Cost of F·ood 
2, Cleaning Supplies 
3. Oftice Supplies 
4, Laundry SerVice 
6. Wages--Students 
7. mployeea' Meals Cost 
8. Repairs aud Maintenance 
9. Depreciation 
10. Miscellaneous Expense 
'I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
1 
Re:.,laaemen~ of, es;uipent.-... This cost has, in late years, been recog- I 
nized I: i: ::::::.88 .::o::.pa~:::d~ .:::::;:::P:::ounts of ~~ 
replac~ent, new equipment, and depreciation. A duplication occurs here, 
since the purpose ot setting up a depreciation account is to take ear.e or 
replacement of equipment. In the case of additional. new equipment, an 
I accrual may be set up if the equipment is tc be purchased out ot catete~a 
I 
receipts. In the ujori ty ot cases, however, allowance ie made 1'ol." this 
in. the equipment budget and is purchased by the Boa~ of Education. Ae ... 
:I 
\' cording to ~dern. educational philosophy, school cafeterias should be 
I! 1 operated on a non ... protit ba:sis. Thia al,lows for profit suf'f'ieient only 
\; :tor operating coats which include depr,ciation for reple.Cem$nts. 
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The policy has been to $$t up a reserve based on from 5 to 5 per 
. ' 
cent of gross receipts for a depreciation fund. Ford states: "There io 
no justification fQr calculating th& reQetve on the gross receipts other 
than lack of a better basis.~ (12:79) The method which is recamm&nded I ,, 
by accountants is the estab1ishment of a reserve account, to which is I I 
credited, at the close of each period, a definite amount for depreciation · !I 
baaed upon the estimated life of the equipment. In thie way an amount is 
a.ecumulateci to absorb the actual losses incurred when the equipment 15 
replaced. The amount for depreciation beccme$ a monthly charge to cur-
rent expense. (Cf. 12:79) 
Profit and tass.-- The great majority of school cafeterias have 
operated approximately .at cost or at vu-ying degrees of proti t. ( Cf. 25: 
~9 and 27:152} Only a small number appear to have operated at a loss. 
(Cf. 27:132) 
II 
·' II 
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The amount ot profit hu varied widely qong schools in different l1 secti~~ of the. country, A study of mid-western high achools showed a I 
range ~n surplus from less than :J. to mol"e 'than 20 per cent, .with an average! 
of about 5 per cent. (Cf • 3!5:26-2.7) The New England survey revealed 
variations i'rom $.50.00 to $3QO.OO. (Cf• 27:6a.89) 
S~rpl~s has been used for a variety of purposes. (Ct. 35;28 and 
23:39) · The two most impo:rtant uses have been fol:' food and replAcemf,tnt 
purposes, (Of. 29:88-.89 and 2,3:39) In maey cases, protit hae been re-
. ' 
sponsible tor the inclusion of better ~uality and variety ot roods. 
(ct. 29:Be.-69) In other inetances, size ot po~icns have been increased, 
.. 
prices of needed food.s have been lowe:red, or both. (Of. 2g:88-89) 
I 
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Two ma~n reasons appear to account for excessive surplus: tirat, 
the large sale o:f candy and other resale items, which are known to be the 
largest pro:fi t makers; and second, the failure ot the cafeteria to assume 
obligation tor certain expenses, including depreciation, (Ct. 35:27~28, 
50) 
There is no valid excuse tor an excessive protit or loss. I~ is 
possible to control profit or loss to a marked degree by at~ention to the 
following: 
1. The cafeteria unit should assume its rightful expenses which in-
~lude depreciation. 
a. Resale i tEQ:rls should be largely, it' not tota.lly, eliminated. 
3. Food inventories should be frequently oheekad so that an adjust• 
ment ot prices or portions mey be accordingly ettected. (Ct. 35: 
31) TheY also tend to reveal kitchen waste due to improper 
handling o:f food. 
Purchase of BU£2lies.-- Several ,:factors should be considered iu 
dete~ning policies ot' purchasing, in re~ect to where supplies should 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
be purchased and the q11an ti ty to be Plll'Chased. 
!I 
/I 
II 
The 'type ot coutrol, t1Pe /I 
ot manager, size ot OODllllunity, makeup of Board of Education, and the kind Jj 
of principal are some of the factors in determining where supplies should 
be purchased. (Ct. 27:95) The ~te Of consumption and the 8lD.OUllt Of 
•aving throUgh quantity buying are the factors that limit quant1t1es to 
be purcha~ed. (Ct. 12:89) 
., 
In a recent study it was found that of 171 sehools, 61 per cent 
authorized the ~ager to determine what local merchants should be 
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i 
patronized; 23 por cent ' gave this authority to the principal; 8 per ceD.t I I 
gave the authority to the School Beard; and in 8 per cent it was deter-
mined by competitive bidding. (Cr. 2:7:1~2) In communi~ies having more 
•' 
., 
than one school cafeteria, the genenl practice is central pl.lrchasi.Ilg. 
This practfee varies according to the number of units involved. (Ct. 6.: 
322.) 
Detilli te adV8Jltages a.re evident in i;he pollcy of cenmlized p'Q.r~ 
ohasiug. Regulate<\ purehasi:og procedures cont~ol studards ot qua l1 ty, 
unito~ty ot product and p~ioe advantage. The manager ot each cafeteria 
is euabled tp concentrate Oil other phases or her work, since the respon-
si bili t;y ot purchasing is. assumed by sane one pi'esUD~ably trained in this 
field. (Ct. 6:~22 and 27:93) However, a 'disadvantag• is evid~nt by the 
• lack ot personal contact between the individual manager and tradespeople 
or merchants. (Ct. 6:322) 
Policies in regard to patronizing local merchants were tound to be 
as follows: In a study made of 176 schools, local merc~ants were patron-
i~ed entire1y iD. 49 pe~ cent ot the school•; atten in 47 per cent or the 
' . 
schools; and v,eq sel,do!Q. in 4. per cent of the schools. (Of. 27:9~} to-
) . 
cal merchants were patronized whenever price and quality compared with 
I 
those of competing firms not located local+y-. (C:f'. 27:132) From thi• 
study it is :round that the desire to patronize local mel'qbants is over-
ruled in :r~vor ot price advantage received :f'ram out$ide firms. Local 
patronage was relegated mostly to emergency cases, small orders, and 
certain perishables. 
' l 
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"It is possible to buy in too large quantity aa well as too small 
quutity."' (12:89) C8.teteria records controlling inventories should 
i'urnish information on -the rate of consumption and order point. (Of'. 1,2.: 
89} Authority for the actual- ordering is lett, in the majority of cases, 
to the cafeteria manager. (Cf, 27:93) 
Continuous progress is being made in government standardi~ation. 
Government specifications bring about improved standardization in compe-
titive selling and buyers should insist that goods contor.m with th$se 
apecitieations. (Ct. 6:324} Reasonable variations in ·weight, measure, . 
or nwnerical count can be parmi tted only when these are in accordance with 
established rules and regulations provided by the Food and Drugs Act. 
(Ct. 6:325) 
A.eeounti!;l§ ~ce.dures_.-- Ef:ficienoy is the bade of all good busi-
' . 
ness. It is moat essential. in the roanagement of a school cafeteria where 
the margin. of protit is ~11. Successful management necessitates proper 
financial and food cost control. nJ. o;t'der· to arrive at coiJlPlete intonna"' 
tion on inc~ and operating costs, suitable accounting procedures should 
be established. This necessitates books of account from which the month-
ly balance sheet, proi'i t and loss statement and budget estima. tea are made 
~p, and auxiliary record forms for use in the daily operation, f'r~ which 
.J 
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The records should be adapted to I 
I 
the detail and distribution is obtained~ 
the needs of the particular type of school in which they a~ to be used. I 
The number of for.ms shoulq be reduced to a minimum necessary to intelli- j 
gent management, since a too involved system tends toward duplication of I 
work and 
------- ____ ________ ____________ ____ __J -------· ----
obstructing rather than aiding the efficient operation of' the It 
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I cafeteria. I 
' I 
,, I IJ.he following set-up is. proposed tor a double entry bookkeeping sya .. 
I 
I 
tem to be used in.. a school cafeteria operated o.a a single financial lUl1 t. 
This syst= ie in accordance with 'bookkeeping methods e.s applied to school 
cafeterias, approved by certified public accountants~ (Ct. 16) I 
Books of accoun"t.-- T.b.eee should consist ot general ledger, caeh re- II 
ceipta and disbursement journal, purchase journal, and general journal. 
The general ledger contains the control account19 to which is posted, I 
I 
respectively, the total at each account in the subsidiary journals, with 
their dat~ and fOlio. Fo~ the purpose of complete financial i~or.mation, 
the control accounts are grouped under the headings ot assets, liabilities, 
ineame, cpst and expense, each of these having their necesa.ary sub-heads. 
Provision tor sub-headings is set forth as follows: 
Assets 
Cash in Bank 
Cash on &.lnd 
Petty cash 
A.ceounts Receivable 
Inventory--Food 
Inventory-·Cleaning SUpplies 
Kitchen Equipment 
Dining Roam Furniture 
Service Equipment 
OtticeEquipment 
Chin$, Glassware, Silver, Utell.Sils 
Deterred Charges 
Liabilities 
Surplus 
Capital Investment 
Accounts _Payable 
Roserve tor Depreciation 
Kitchen Equipment 
Reserve tor Depreciation 
Dining . RoOlll l!"Urni t~e 
Income 
Sales--cateteria 
sales--Special FUnctipns 
PUrchase niacount 
Purchaaes ... ~Food 
Cleaning Supplies 
Ottiee S\lpplies 
U!.undry Service 
Wages ... - Adults 
Viage,...~tudents 
I 
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Liabilities (continued) 
Reserve for Depreciation 
Service Equi!llllent 
Reserve tor Depreciation 
Office . Equipment 
Rese~ve tor Depreciation 
China, Glassware, Silver, 
Utensils 
79 
Co•t and ~enses_ (continued) · 
:Employees' Meals Cost 
. Repairs and Maintenanee 
Depreciation 
Miscellaneous EXpense 
The cash receipts and disbursement journal contains the record ot 
daily receipts and disbursements, with their distribution to the various 
aceounts. -The debit side ot the journal ~cords the date, by month and 
I 
I 
I 
il 
I 
day; ~ber ot students served; receipts from the cafeteria; receipts from 
. I 
special tunctions. The credit or disbursement s~de ot the journal records II 
the date, by month and day; voucher number; explanation; cheek numbe~; a 11 
sundries colUllln tor items not vouche~d;. 8lllount of voucher; purchase dis-
count credit; and net cash. (cr. ~:1?3} 
~e purchase journal contains the record of all Teuchered purchase 
invoices, with the necessary -analysis ot each. The date and number of 
voucher ahould precede the name of payee and total of the voucher • . The 
distribution columns, which follow, are headed with the same expense ac~ 
counts that appear in the general ledger. 
TJle general journal is used for entries within the books of a.cc.ount, 
such as co~ecting entries, monthly entries or prorated amounts of de-
preciation, etc., adjusting ent:des o't tigurecl cost ot employees' •eal~, 
and adjuetments oi' inventories at the clocsing date. This journal consists 
1
j 
0.1' an explanation column and two columns to the right tor dist~ibution. 
The balance sheet.•- ~fore preparing the balance sheet, it is nee-
essary that a trial balance be taken in order to prove the equation ot 
'I II 
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School Cafeteria 
.AI>ril ~, 1940 
Oun-ent Assets 
Cash --
In Bank 
On Band --· 
Total. Cash 
Accounts Receivable 
Inventory 
Food ~--
Cleaning Supplies --~ 
Total Inventories 
'l'ot~l Cu.:n-ent ,Usets 
Fixed.. Assete 
Kitchen Equipment --· 
Less: Res, tor Depreciation 
Di~ing Roam FUrniture ~-~ 
Le~s: R~s. fQr Depre.e1at1on ---
Serv~ee Equipment --~ 
~as: Be~, tor Depreciation --~ 
Otfi~e ~uipment --· 
~as: Res. tor De.precia tion --· 
~ina, Glassware, Silver, 
Utensils -·-
Lea~: Res. tor Depreciation 
Total ~ixed A.aseta 
Deterro.d Cha.rees 
TOTAl.. :.ASSJ:rs 
current Liabilities 
·Accounts P&ye.ble 
Total cu.nent tiab1U ties 
Ca;gital 
Capital Investment 
SU:t"PlUB 
Profit for Year 
Total Capital 
60 
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I accounts in the general ledger. 
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The be.luee sheet is then made out as 11· I 
lustrated on the preceding page. Tb.is report show!S the financial status . 
or the cafeteria on the last day or the accounting period and is prepared 
in duplicate. One copy is filed by the manager and. the other is sent to 
the board of education. (or. 6:1'16, 1'17 and 2:15} 
Profit and ~o~s statament.~~ . This is th~ statement ot the operating 
activities of the cafeteria and shows the final net profit or losa for the 
period. The items are arranged as follows on the next page. (cr. 6:175 
and 2:15) 
Authoritiee haV'e suggested that profit and loss statements be pre-
pared at the end ot a four-wee~ .:fiscal period rather than at the end ot 
the calendar month. T.he reason for this is to enable comparisons of 
operating costs, duri)lg the seme periods, with other echools; and taking · 
ot inventories or :food supplies on saturdays when food pl'8paration would 
not interfere. (6:168 and 2:12) All invoices should be entered in the 
period to which they are chat'geable oo as to be included ill purchases, 
and thus give a true picture or costs of sales. Payments should be made 
promptly so as to take advantage or any purchaee discount allowed. The 
analysis of the profit and loss statement in terms or percentage shows 
the relationship to sales of each cost an~ expense item, Oamparisone are 
made thro-qgh the periods '1;o note decreases and increase~ of' the varioup 
itams, and the reasons for any great Variation should be discovered. 
(o-f. 2:14) 
Budget estimates.~- .The estimated e~penses and income for the en-
II 
i' .I
i/ 
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suing year are baaed on the preceding 1ear and current year to date. jj -
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Income 
Bales•-cateteria 
Sales--special Functions 
~otal Sales _ 
Cost ot Fo9d 
Begi~ng Inventory 
Plus: Purohe.ses 
Less: Ending Inventorie~a 
Tot~i Cost ot _Food Used 
GROSS PROFIT ON SAL1!S 
~ensea 
Ottice SUpplies 
Cleaning Supplies 
Laundry s~rvice ' 
Wages-... .Adults 
Wages-students 
Employ-ees' Meale 
Rewrs and Maintenance 
Deproeiation 
Miscellaneous Ex.pense 
Total Ittpense 
Net Operating Profit 
Otb.er Income: 
Purchase Discount 
NET PROFIT FOR PERIODS 
i 
' 
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School Cafeteria 
A.p:ri l 30' 1940 
-
Current Month Y.-.r to l)a.te 
.Amount Per· cent. Jm.punt. PQl' cent 
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However, any tuture changes in the school enrol~ent or cafeteria prac-
ticeB which would in any way ar.tect these figures, should be taken into 
consideration. The estimates should be set up tn periods comparable to 
the current periods and should se~e to exercise financial control Qy 
setting a. limit chargeable to the various expense accounts. (Of. 6:186} 
Auxili!£l records~~ Numerous forms have been suggested and devised 
tor recordings ot the various records needed in the school cafeteria, 
However, only those forms of practical and un1 versal importance will " 
enumerated and discussed here, with the hope that a unifor-m system can be 
employed .• 
I. Records concerning cash transactions. 
A. Daily cash report. This report is a recapitulation of the 
daily cash register receipts. It supplements the daily entry made in the 
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' cash receip.ts journal and shows the date, distribution ot receipts, number 1, 
ot pupils served, and amount of average cheok. The cash taken in is list ... 
ed by den~nation, and the total should prove with the registe~d re~ 
oeipts. A summary ia made at the bottom or the report as fol~ws: 
Register today 
Register yesterday 
Registered receipts 
d 
I 
I 
i 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Total cash J--... l 
Isss: {Fixed amount) j 
l
i ea.~ to:r: oll:ange .,._... ~ !1'1 
cash depoBited .., 
I I:t tokens are used, a SU11Bl18.ry 8l1d denomination sold may be liiB.de a part lj ~~ , of the daily cash record. (Of. 6:156, le7) li 
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B. Daily cash deposit form. This tom which is supplied by the 1 
i 
! 
bank is a summary ot cash deposited and the original accompanies the cash. j 
The duplicate .is kept on file with the daily ca$h repor~. 
c. Petty cash slips. T.nese are used for small daily purchases and 
expenses, and show the date, item, amount of p~chase, and. signature of 
vendor. The slips should be approved, vouehered, and entered as a dis-
bursement in the month to which they are chargeable, and thus, reimburse 
the petty cash fund. 
II. Records concerning purchases. 
A. Purchase order forms. These are made out in duplicate and 
are numbered consecutively. The ari~inal is sent to the vendor. In l!Ulk-
ing telephone orders, the next open order number should be given and later 
sent to vendor in contir.mation. The duplicate is attached,. to the invoice, 
after goods have been received and found to be as. ordered, It is then 
checked w1 th the invoice and when found to be · correct in price and exten-
aions, the :i. tems are entered as received o~ the perpetual inventory cards • 
· B. Receiving record, Duplicate slips bound in pad for.m and num-
bared consecutively are used for this purpose. All items received are 
recorded on this record, and then checked with both order form and credi-
tor's invoice. Original copy is attached to creditor's invoice and the 
duplicate is kept in receiving book. In the caae of partial shipments, 
the goods receive~ are noted, by quantity and date received, on the pur-
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chase order form. The order for.m is then kept on file pending ~inal ship- I 
ment and is later attached to the final invoice, showing the delivery has 
been completed. 
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C. Voucher jacket. When the 
ment, they are grouped by vendor and the voucher jacket is made up. 
voucher jackets are numbered in numerical order. They ahow: 
No. of cheek 
Date paid ----
Checked by ----
Approved by ---......... 
The 
The summarized list ot the invoices is attached with their distribution 
to the various expense accounts. This information is then posted to the 
voucher register. When the voucher haa been paid, the cheek number and 
date of payment is recorded on. the voucher jacket at the time the entry 
is made in the cash disbursEIQlent journal. It is. then ready for filing am II 
contains the complete record of the trana.action. The cancelled cheeks 
should be kept numerically with the bank statement. Thus, all cancelled 
cheeks may be readily checked and all numbers accounted tor. 
III. Records concer!Ung inventory ot supplies. 
A. Requisitions tor supplies. These are made up in duplicate, 
bound in pad or book torm, Requisitions are num.bered consecutively so 
that no omissions should occur. They should show the date, article, 
quantity, unit cost, total cost, and signature of the person in charge 
ot supplies. The original is used when supplies are removed fran store~ 
room, and it is later used for recording these supplies as outgoing on 
their respective perpetual inventory oard. 
B .• Perpetual inventory cards• Cards tor this purpose are gener~ 
ally of standa,rd size, 8" x 5", and are tiled by name o:r the article. 
They are arranged alphabetically and the use of a visible index is rec-
ammended. Both sides of the card are used and to avoid errors, the name 
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ot the article is typed at the top o:r each side. 
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!I One side ot the card :! 
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i.e. divided into i'i ve part$ measuring 1-5/Stt, each ot these divided. into 
tour columns of approximately '3/8"". The tour columns are headed by "m'!, 
"DATE"", •OU'J."-", •BI.L.O~H.•, and this is repeated in each ot the five divi-
· • 
siona. On the other side ot the card, under the name ot the article, th~ 
various vendors :t'r<ml whom the article may be purchased are listed and 
numbered. Below this, the card. is d,ivided into three sections and ruled 
according to the space required tor recording the :following data: ~te, 
vendor (by number), order number, quantity ordered; date, vendor · (bynum-
ber), order number, quantity received, invoice cost (per unit), delive~ 
-
charges (per unit), total unit cost; record ot monthly consumption, order 
point, maximum order, and minimum order. This card is most important in-
asmuch as it furnishes information for cost accounting, records all incom-
ing and outgoing supplies, and is a check on physical inventories taken. 
c. Physical inventory forms. Standard inventory toms may be 
purchased for recording of physical inventories. Upon these is shown the 
items listed in class groups; the current cost price, and extensions. 
The total of the extensions is the valuation of supplies on haDd and is 
used in making the journal entry for ending inventories. 
IV. Recorda concerning :food preparation and service. 
A. Recipe cost card. A card is made for each recipe after it. has 
bee.n tested for at'h-acti ve appearance and pale.tabili ty and has been 
checked tor cost. (Of,. 29:App. III, p. 1~) It includes intonnation ea-
sential to standardization ot preparation and service, such as number of 
portions per recipe, measure to be used per portion, cost, selling price, 
and profit per portion. (Ct. 6:151) 
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B. Daily menu record and record o:r se:t"Vings. -This is the record 
ot each menu served, amount o:r :rood prepared and its equivalent in serv-
:, 
!I 
\J 
II 
I 
(Cf. 29:App. III, II 
I 
ings, number ot servings sold, and servings left over. 
p, viii) -It is advisable to list the articles in class groups and by 
including price and value sold the record serves as a combination work 
sheet and counter record, (Ci'. 6:lt52) 
a. Daily :rood cost report. _ This report is a summary oi' the daily 
storerooms requisitions. It is the record of :rood consumed daily, total 
cost by class groups, and percentage o:r each ~up to total cost, It has 
been tound valuable ~ •••• because it combines a cost record with a method 
of securing a rough check on the nutritive value ot the toad served.• 
(6:169) 
v. Payroll Book. 
I 
I 
i 
'I I, 
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I 
The record ot the employees~ attendance and, 11' .payment is on the II 
hour basis, oi' the number ot ho-urs worked each day, is ke.pt in a standard - I 
payroll book. {Ci'• 12:107) Ii' paid in cash, the employees sign their 
name under the amounts received. If pa,ments are made by check, the p$.y .. 
i 
'I 
roll voucher is made up i'rom this record, and signatures are not necessacy. /J 
II 
(Cf. 6:1~) 
VI. Employee's Record. 
--
This card records name of employee, address, date of' employment, 
rate ot pay, hours and list of apecifie duties. 
Jl 
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It is valuable in ~dmin• II' 
istration of lunchroom duties and helpful in the dividing of hours and ) 
li duties fairly among employees, (Of. 29:App. III, P• xv1) The reverse il II 
II 
II side o:r this card is useful as a record · o:r medioa_l examinations whie:Jl are 
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required ot employees at least twice during the school year. ( 6: 14!3) 
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PABT II 
The purpose ot the following check list is two-
(1) To enable any school administrator to 
~asur~ ettectively the etticiency ot his cate-
teria accord!us to modern educational and busi-
ness standards. 
(a) To act as a point ot departure tor tur-
ther atudf and research. 
. '· 
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A C'H:.HnK LIST FOR THE EVAWATIO:t-l OF CAFEI'ERUS AND CAFETERIA 
SERVICE m PUBLIC SECONDARY SCHOOIS 
Prepar~d by Elwood Lewis Denham 
Name ot person reporting data Name o:r Seb,ool;...·~--------
City or town..._,..._ ________ _ 
State 
--------------------------
Enrolment ot school Girls ____ _ Boys ___ _ Total 
_......___ 
Grades i;n.cluded. 
'7-12;...- ---- 9•12 
---
1G-l2 -;..,... ___ _ Other combinations 
Date school was constructed . ~--------------
Date cafeteria :was installed (it different) ---------
TYPe ot locality in which school is located. 
Business section ~-------Exclusively residential section 
Apar.tment b;ouses_..,..... ___ 
Small homes ...,...._,...,~--:-~-. Combi~atiou residential and small businesa 
-----
section ;..._ ___ _ 
.Area tram which pupils are dra.wn;.._..,_ ___ sq. mi. 
~eatest distance tram which any pupil comes mil~s 
Average number ot pupils briDging complete lunch · from 
hane 
----------------
Average number ot pupils buying complete lunch at 
ca:teteria ~--------~------~ 
Average munber of pupils supplementing home lunches by 
putchases at cafeteria_. _______ _ 
Are pupils peDnitted to eat lunch 
In cl.S.ssrooms 
-.-:-----On school grounds-.. __,... __ _ 
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Instruction 
1. Where question can be answered yes o~ ~please circle correct answer. 
a. Where a list of items are given, check one or more if they apply; if 
none apply do not check any. 
3. Where line is marked "other" please specify. 
4. In a few cases special direc.tions applying to certain sections only 
have been included in parentheses and items to which they refer have 
been indicated by asterisk. 
5. Where figures (areas or percentages} are. called tor please indicate 
to nearest integer disregardiug tractions. 
First Part · · 
HtOVISlONS FOR MAKiNG I1JNCHROOM3 OF. EDUaA.TIONAL VAWE 
I. Provisione for Suitable Student Activities 
A.. In making lunchroom of value physi calll 
1. In hame rooms 
Are there discussions based oil how to get the "most for . one's 
money~ in selecting a lunch 
Yes No 
2. In mathematics class 
a. Do pupils have practice in calculating coats ot different 
kinds of plate lunches Yes No 
-·· .. 
b. Do pupils have practice in calculati~ th~ nutritive ~lue• 
in Tarious foods and lunches expressed in percentages 
Yes 
a:. Do pupils have practice in calculating the per cent ot 
plate waste of protective foods as compared with plate 
No 
waste of less Un:portant foods Yes No 
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3. In English class 
a. Do pupils make up titles tor posters and compose jingles 
tor art students to execute Yes No 
b. Do pupils search tor interesting facts about foods, word 
theD1 concisely, tor mimeographing on trayl!l as an educa-
tional device tor all students Yes No 
a. Are int~~eting food and health facts used as a subject 
tor student themes Yes No 
d. Are the best articles selected 
(1) For publication in school paper 
(2) For posting on bulletin board 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
e. Does the class cooperate with the physical education and 
art departments in staging original playlets designed to 
arouse inte~st in health Yes No 
4. In Science class 
Arrangement ot interesting ,exhibits 
(1) Food exhibits. in glass cases near luncllroan 
Yea NO 
{2.} White rat exhibits showing effect o:t' propeJ;" and im-
proper diet Yes No 
a. Posters stressing ~portance or protective roods 
Yea "No 
b. Posters showing pictures ot well chosen lunches 
· Yes No 
c. Cooperation with Science Department in arranging ex-
hibits in lunchroom or hall. 
cases showing interesting :facts and di:t':t'erent stages 
i,n the preparation of certain foods Yes ~o 
d. Cooperation w1 th English and Physical Education Depart-
ments 
Preparing scenery and costumes tor plays which show' 
the relation o:t' health to :tooCl Yes No 
6.. In HDllle EconomicB class 
a. Preparation ot lists ot :favorite dishes tor use ot lunch-
room manager Yea No 
==== ====------------ -
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b. Preparation of lists of combination dishes tor use of lunch-
room manage;r Yes No 
c. Discussion and ranking or selections by students before sub-
mittance to menage1t to bring out needs ot body, relation of 
diet to health, resistance to disease, illness, and infec-
tion Yes l'lo 
d. In small cafeterias, student cooperation in simple prepara-
tion ot certain foods as a means of sti.Jnulating interest 
Yes No 
e. Preparation of sample trays with prices marked Yes No 
f. suggestions posted near cafeteria entrance 
List tor regular pa t:rons Yes No 
List tor supplementary lunches brought tram home 
Yes No 
B. In making lunchr9om. of value socially 
1. Do teachers and pupils eat at 88tne table Yes No 
2. Do teachers check ~P on table etiquette Yes No 
3. Do students chosen by c1ass assume leadership and act as hosts 
and hostesses Yes No 
a. Do they direct seating 
b. Do they take charge of removal of dishes and refuse 
.Yes ~o 
c. Do they occasionally plan entertailltilent with other table 
groups Yes No 
d, Are they responsible tor good order, courtesy, and general 
atmosphere Yes No 
. . 
oi, Is daneing pemitted during lunch period Yes No 
5 11 Are such games as ping pong, checkers, and chess indu~ed in 
by students Yes No 
II, Provisions tor Proper Methods ot GUidallce 
A., In making lunchrocm of "ftlue physioall,.y 
1. In classrooms 
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98 
{1) Individual growth charts with advice on diet, rest, and 
exercise to over-weight children Yes No 
(2) Charts showing graphically 
(a) PeJ:Ooentage of students drinking milk as canpared to 
per cent underweight Yes No 
(b) Percentage ot students drinking milk as compared to 
percentage absent two days per month because of ill-
ness Yes No 
2. In cafeteria 
a. Guidance at counter by lunchroom manager Yes No 
b. :Regulations designating favored counter poSitio;n for nutri-
tional foods Yes No 
c. Counter arrangement so that students pass hot foods first 
and desserts last Yes No 
- -d. Adjustment of prices to stimulate selection of most necea-
aary :roods 
(1} Some protective foods sold below cost Yea No 
(2) Five and ten cent plates oftered regularly 
Yea No 
(3} CQID.bination plates ottering a real saving over the 
purchase of separate items Yes No 
s. Eye appeal to enhance appea~ce ot important foods 
Yes No 
-( l) Frequent change in counter arrangement Yees No 
(~) Use ot garnishes Yes No 
(3) _Varying shapes and designs of vegetables and salads 
( 4) Individual dishes 
(a) casseroles 
( b l Bean pots 
(c) CUp custard cups 
Yes 
Yes 
~es 
No 
No 
:tiO 
Yes No 
/ ( 5) Glassware white colored __ _ 
II 
I • I t. Stimulation at sales ot new dishe8 containing protective 
~! foods by combining th~ as ~specials~ with old favorites Yes No . -----· ------: -=:=:-:- -=-==.:::.==---==-===--==--==--------:! 
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99 J, 
g. HaU' of' sandwich made of' dark and other half made of' white 
bread Yes No 
h. Vegetables served free with meat orders No 
1. No 10 cent Dieat dish to be purchased unless a vegetable is 
also selected Yes No 
j. Free samples given away with certain purchases. 
Yes No 
k. Menus and special~ tor following week posted Friday in 
ham.eroCIJllS Yes No 
1. suggested menus posted on bulletin boards 
at entrance to cafeteria 
along serving lines 
Yes 
Yee 
No 
No 
m. OcoasioD41 Mstri bution by cashier of small mimeographed 
cards telling a few interesting facts about various food 
1 tems · Yes No 
. . . 
n. Set-.up trays containin& a balanced, attractive lunch placed 
· near cafeteria entrance as a means of suggesting a proper 
. choice Yes No 
o. A:tJ.y attempt made to rate student selection of' lunches 
· Yea No 
(1} Rating done by competent person 
M!lnager--:-----
Supervision__. __ 
Dieti ti~n-;....... __ _ 
Nurse 
---------Physician;..,...; __ _ 
'reacher Others_..,.....__, __ 
(2} Rating done by classes in domestic science 
Yes No 
. . ·-
p. Are exhibits planned to ahow insignificant amount o:r food 
va:r.ue for price in such resale 1 tems as candy, soda, and 
pastry Yes No 
q. :Methods of J:estricting sale of' candy and paat:ey 
relatively small amount of' counter apace ______ __ 
limiti~ sales to students Who have pur-
~sed a nutritious lunch 
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apecial counters separated tram main food 
counter 
do not sell these items until near close of 
the lunch period 
do not sell these 1 tans 
replace these items by ca:cned trui t juices_. ........,., __ _ 
r. Provisions tor special diet studen~' 
(l) Are attempts made to supply special diets tor pupils 
_ attlicted with 
obesity ______ _ 
diabete11 
cardiac :...c-ond""':"'i:-:t:-::i~o-ns--
ne:phri tie --...-
~emia tuberc:...u~l-os-1~&------
malnutri tion.._~--
(2) Are these pupils ted at mid-morning periods 
----at regular lunch periods~-~ --
( 3) ue these 
tween 
3. In assembly 
special diets arranged by. cooperation be~ 
~nager~~~~~--
school p~ysician 
pupils own· physi:...c~ien~- --- ~-
parents ot pupil_·-~-..,..... 
a. Are attempts made to show increase in consUlllption of p~ 
tective foods over certain periods Yes No 
b. Are costs and selling prices ot specials illustl'S.ted Yes No 
c. Is financial standing of cafeteria briefly and plainly 
presented Yes No 
B. ·rn making lunchroom ot civic and social value 
1. Are unruly students segregated into controlled groups where 
tre.edom is denied until improved conduct is manitestecl 
Yea No 
2. Are teacher restrictions gradually ranoved as students give 
evidence of ability in selt' directed behavior Yes No 
• > 
3. Are movies ot student going through line in cafeteria ever 
made and shown in assembly Yes No 
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III. Provision$ for Prope~ Esthetic Development 
A. Physical aspects of catete~ia 
1. Location 
Is cafeteria located in basement 
on first tl ... o'"or-· ----
on an upper floor ____ _ 
2 .• Windows 
a. Are windows sufficiently wide 
sufficiently latt-y-.--~----
b. Are there windows on one side only _ __ .,._....., __ 
on two or more sides ____ .,......_ ...... 
c. What sides do windows face N___,_ s_ E_ W._ 
d. It windows are on one side only are mirrors used on the 
opposite wall Yes No 
3. Shades 
a. Are windows shaded 
w1 th venetian blinds'"!:'"-. ___ ....,_. __ 
with translucent shades 
light butt color ------
green 
other color 
b. Do Shades completely cover windows and 'sides of f~e 
Yea No 
c. Are sbadeiS adjustable 
tram bottom only __________ ...,...._ 
f'ran. top only 
trom both top-an-d-:--.:bo-.t-:-t.-om_...,. ____ _ 
It two rollers are used is provision made for blotting 
out light between the ~l1ers Yes No 
4. Draperies 
a. Are draperies o:t heavy f'abric ____ _.,. _____ _ 
ot light fabric ___ .....,... ___ _ 
b. :Do they ob!:lt~ct light._,...._..,_,,___..._ 
air. ________ ~_. __ _ 
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c ~ Do draperies pemi t ease ot laundering Yes No 
5, Ceilings 
Are ceilings white. ___ _ 
ott 1fh1 te ___ _ 
colored:----- what colo~? 
6. Walls 
b.. Is there a wainsoQt 
Color Mater"'!"i.,..,e.l ______ _ 
knotty pine ______ _ 
Unoleum colored ';_t~i~le ______ _ 
other._. -----....--......--Height 
1/3 distance f'rom. f'loor. ____ _ 
1/2 distance from f'loor ..... ----
c. Decorations 
l!lrals 
done by protessionals.__ _ _... __ ._ 
done by students._...,.....,.._ ____ _ 
Mirrora.__ __________ ~-
Framed pictures 
f'ew large pictures;...· -------many small pictures ______ _ 
7, Dining roam 1'loor 
Hardwood-;.....,_.,._ _ _.,.._ 
Linoleum-:.._,..._.....,... __ _ 
plain-....... -~---colored su.ch as squares _____ _ 
other __________ ~----~--~-
a, Is it ot proper size tor the. pupils 
-'~'-"--
Yes No 
Yes No 
b. Is the color "cheme adapted to the woodwork or the room 
Yes No 
c. Ase gUders used to reduce noise Yes No 
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a.. .A+-e dishes white._...,.._...,....'!""!"'"' __ ..,. 
col,o:J,"ed to blend w1 th room-:..· ---------
b.- Do tables have receptacles with sugar _______________ __ 
salt;.._~-------pepper. ______________ _ 
vinegar·- - -- ----~------
e. Is the $1lver of hotel plate Yes No 
d. Are.gla~s plates used tor salads Yes No 
e. Are sherbet glasses used for milk desserts Yes No 
10. Fl.owere 
a. Are there fel'II.s and potted plQts near windows Yel!l No 
b. Do pupils bring in :rlowers in season tor tables 
Yes No 
It so, is _ this arranged for by 
teachers._ __________ __ 
art class-a a · ·-
-;.._-----~ biology classes __ ___ 
student eommi ttees __ _ 
others:.-_..,..... __ _,_ __ 
11. MUsic 
Is music provided during lunch period by school orchestra. 
mEillbers. _______ _ 
by radio __ ...;..,.~;.;....---....-­
by use of recorda._. -----
IV. Pl"ovision.s for Development of Hygienic Habits 
J... I!'acillties 
1. Is the wash roam on sane floor near cafeteria entrance 
Yes No 
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2. Are proper taeili ties provided tor l!j 
I Hot water 
I large circular basins with toot control:.--- 1
1 
troughs or sillks, back to back, rwmi,ng I 
I
I : le:og~ of roam equipped. with per-forated pipe 
[ continuous running at- lunch time fl 
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ta.uceta ope~ted by foot control~-----
taucete operated by hand control;..... __ _ 
Soap 
individual containers 
~~~------------pipes connected to central 
supply 
Drying 
aani tary towels. ___ ..._ __ _ 
paper towels 
electric dryers ____________ _ 
5. Are ~ere autficient facilities so pupils may wash hands and 
still have time for lunch? Yea No 
4.. Are toilet rooms equipped with 
mirrQra•-~-------~~~ sh~lves tor personal effects 
-------
5• Are there 1ockere. near cateteria to provit\e for storage ot 
~~ na ~ 
B. Length of lunch period 
1. Does length of lunch period pe:mi t 
a. Pupils to take care ot personal cleanlineas b.etore and.. 
after lunch 
b. To select food judiciously under no~l conditions ot 
speed 
c. To participate iu the social and cultural adv-antages 
which the lunchroom offers 
d;, To get to next classroom without being tardy __ ----. 
2. Is lunch period 
less than 30 minutes 
--=------between 30 and 4.5 minut~s ______ ___,_ 
torty-t:J, ve minutes long~.....__. ___ _ 
over 45 minutes--. _________ ......_ 
3. A.re all pupils compelled to remain in lunchroom during lunch 
period Yes No 
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Second ~rt 
v. Building Provisions 
A. Location and extended use of cafeteria 
1. IDeation 
a. On what floor? ___ _,... _ _..,. __ 
b. If on upper floors is there a service elevator 
Yes No 
c. Is the location cen~ral? Yes No 
d. Is it adjacent to a main corridor? Yes No 
-
e, Is it close to outside exits? Yes No 
a. Is it used for any of' the folloWing school purposes 
study ____ _ 
cooking~---
music.~----.;... 
gymnasium-..--._,.;,_ 
aewing"""-----
others 
·-----
~. Is it us,d :for any of' the :following purposes af'tel" regular 
school hours 
student clubs -----------~---Class luncheons -~-------
school parties.~...-------
athletic ba.nquets:-...------
taculty teas:_...-:--=----=~----
parent-teachers • luncheons __ _ 
sol"Vice club dinners ______ _ 
adult education program.e ___ _ 
4. Is smoking penni tted at any of' these :functions? Yes No 
B. The c:ateteria Unit 
l• Check rooms include~ 
a, DtniJlg roam tor st\ldents of 
both sexes 
separate ro--.ains--.:::t=-o-r"""':b:-· o-y-s-and 
girls._· ...... _...._ __ 
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e. Service space ________ _ 
d. Kitchen:-_ _,_ _____ ........ _ 
e. Dish washing unit 
separate room~----- section of k1 tchen:.-__ _ 
t • Storeroom 
mai~ storeroom 
in basement 
other locat-:"1-on ___ _ 
auxiliary storeroom 
adjoining k1 tchen...._~­
other location 
chute for deliveri":-. -es __ _ 
g. Manager's off'ice _____ _ 
h. Employees• ~om'--____ ..._ 
lockera ____ ....__ 
lavatory ____ _ 
a. DiniDg room 
a. Size sq. feet ____ _ 
b. Shape rectangular 
--...--square _________ ~ 
other. _ __, __ ,..._.. __ 
c. Floor 
seats ____ _ 
cement uncovered 
covered w1 th lin._o~le_um _ __. __ _ 
hardwood 
rubber t~i~1-e------------------
d. Walls 
( 1) Bl terial 
plaster ______ _ 
bricks. ____ _ 
other 
-----
(2) Finish 
glazed.__ __ _ 
porous-.,. __ _ 
(3) Wainsooti:ng 
linoleum 
wood ----~ 
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(4) Lighting 
(a) Natural 
area ot window a.pace._~ ____ sq. tt. 
(b) Artificial 
direct indirect 
total wattage ----
5,. Kitchen 
size _____ ...;sq. :rt. 
a. Check distinct working units 
cooking:...-------
be.king 
veget.t:-b':"'le_p_rapa _  --,..._ ra--:t:-:i-o-n~_ ....... __._.... 
S.~dwich making:......_......, __ __ 
retrigere.tion;......_..,....,...__.--
others 
---------------
b. Floor 
cement 
wood ----
llno':"'l-eum.-· --
stone-dust~·------quarry tile ___ _ 
with seama to prevent slipping.__ __ 
c. Walls 
SEI!li•indirect 
(1) Ulterial 
brick;..._._ plas.ter ___ _ others _......_ __ 
(2) Finish 
glazed;.....,._...__ 
( 3) Wainscoting 
PQrous ___ _ 
liuole'UDl;;..... ___ _ 
wood :..-.---.~-""!"'"::'..-...,; glazed cinder b].ocks~---
other ____________ ~-----
d. Lighting 
(1) Natural 
a~a ot window space.___-'l:lq. tt. 
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(2) Artificial 
direct indirect sam1~indirect t~o~ta~l~.-a~ttage 
~-----is each worldJ18 u:ni t 1ndi vi dually lighted Yes No 
4. Dishwasb.ing unit 
a. Area:.._ ___ ...,;sq. tt. 
b. Is there a slide for dirty dishes and trays Yes No 
Is it placed so that it does not interfere. with service 
u~ ~s 
5. Serving apace 
Location 
between k1 tehen and Q.ining room ______ _ 
other location ~-----------------~------
6. Storeroom 
Size sq. ft. (if two or more give total area) 
Ventilation 
windows screened ;......_ _ __ 
sanitation 
concrete floor 
~ ...... -----glazed brick walls _____ _ 
metal shelves. _________ _ 
metal bins~----------
VI. Furniture 
A. 'bibles 
1. Size* 
6 to aceomm.oda te 2;....,.___ 4;......_ __ 
8 10~-- 12---
2.. Shape* 
round 
other;....._ __ 
more than 12 ;.._......_,...__ 
square. __ _ rec~lar __ _ 
3.. Are tables movable anchored 
------------
4. aterial 
No 
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I a~ Construction* 
wood etee-:"1 __ _ 
b. Table tops* 
-------·--- - -----------==-::::..:·-== 
braced 
----glued--. __ _ 
wood composition 
-----linoleum glass 
will resist burning ___ _..._,_ 
B. Seats 
1~ Type 
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a. TYPe now in use* stools benches chairs 
swinging stools attached to table leg-_.,....s::: ____ -~-
b• It a replacement policy involving a chaDge in type 
followed, indicate new type 
stoo-ls benches chairs. __ _ 
swinging stools attached. to table lege_. __ 
2. !llter:i.alllJ* 
wood _ __,.. __ 
3. Chairs* 
:aentwood _ __.. __ _ 
steel ---., __ _ 
is beine 
g1ued~---~-,--
speoi~ types designed to aid posture ____ _ 
I 
I 
VII. s ·ervice and Kitchen Equipnent 
I' ,, 
I' ,, 
I' 
i 
I 
A.. Service eq_uipment 
l• Cafeteria Counter and Tray Slide 
2• Tray and Silver Stand ~d Napkin-:aa~- -c~k--
3. steam 'nlble · 
4. J?rea,d Q.nd Sandwich Section 
5-• Cold salad_ Pan w1 th insert~t~o-r .... _  -=t~ru-i~t:--:j;...uio:-ces ___ _ 
6. Pastry and Dessert Section.__ ____ _ 
7. :rce Cream . Cabinet. __ ""':":"-~=---~--=--=-
8. Dieplay Shelving over itEms 4, 5, and 6 
----9. Cocoa Urn --~~~=---~~-~--10. Checke~•a and Ce.shier's Stand......_ ---
11. Guard Ba11~-----l2 .• Ce.sh Register_· ____ ....._ 
13. Menu Board•~~--=------14., Waste Paper Containe~s. ____ _ 
15. Dish Wamers~----
15. Service 'l.'abl,ea ____ _ 
17 • Retrige~tor. _ _.._ __ __ 
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18., Coin Changer _____ _ 
19. Dish Trucks.~--......---
20. Soiled Dish Trays ....  __ _ 
21. Food Trucks 
22:, Milk Cooler·------
23. cream Cooler _ . __ ...... __ 
24.. Hot Water Urn-;__....._ ___ _ 
Other EqUii,)Dlent ________ _ 
B. Counter 
Separate counter tor boys and girls 
Length ot eQm:~er tt. 
Broken guard ~il 
c. TYPe ot cash register 
tabulating and totaling:.-.;. _____ _ 
non-tabulating~------
.n.. Kitchen ,quipment 
1. Range w1 th. Rood or ae.nopy ____ _ 
2. Cook's Table. ____ _ 
~. ~Back 
4. Yegetabl;..e,..._ Ta=- -:b:"":l:-e_ ........ __ 
5. Yesetable Siuk~. ----6, Soiled Dish Table _____ _ 
7. Clean Dish Table. ____ _ 
8. Dishwasher 
9. Pot Sink an--- ~d~D~r-a~i-n-Bo=--. ard~:O-s:: __ __ 
10. Service Re1'r1gerato:r-;.....~-,.......-
ll. Mixer and Chopper Attachment._. ___ _ 
l2~ Meat Slicer;..... ______ _ 
13 • can. Opener 14. Vegetable ~Pe ..._ e~l=-e-r_a_Dd":""':Tra~- _P __ _ 
15, Stock Kettle ___ ,__. ___ _ 
16, Bake OTen 17. Baker's Ta:~. _ ~bl:-e __ ...,.. ___ _ 
18. Haker~ s Sink~-.::""----~-
19. M1xin8 Ill chine (larger· size) 
20. Sandwich Table ------
21, Butter Cutter. ___ ,........_ 
22. Vegetable Steamer ....... .....,_.,..__ 
23-. Food Cutte:tt on Pedestal;__ __ _ 
-----------------
Yes 
Yes 
jl 
/ ___ _ ~-----
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____________ l __________  
E. Dishwashing machine 
Are Washing compounds eontainiJJg sodium metaphosphate 
Yes 
F. Drinking water equipment 
1. Bubblers . 
location 
in lunehroan --~~:--~ .... 
near ent:rances to lunchroan;_ ____ _ 
number 
in lunehroom~------
near eatJ;"ances _____ _ 
type 
hand operated:_ ____ _ 
toot pedal;.._. ____ _ 
2. Water containers 
glasses ____ _ 
No 
paper eupe 
do thei_r_u_s_e_r_e-ault in a l1 ttered tloor? Yes No 
compos! tion cups ___ _ 
3. Is water cooled 
by ice"""'"'!_.....,._ 
by attachment to ld tohen retriga.ra.tion un1 t ___ _ 
at all times in warm weat~h-er ___ _ 
G. Buying equipment 
Is price considered in connection with quality Yes No 
Are 1 tema purchased tran business firms who make a specialty 
ot school cateterias Yes No 
Are most 1 tems 
standa.J:d equipll'lel;lt 
fabricated equipme._n":"t---~ .... 
H. Acoustical treatment 
Soundproofing 
walls :tl.oor_s _____ _ 
ceilings 
r--~~ 
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doors 
turni-:-tu_re _  ---
metal food tables ___ _ 
I. Ventilation 
Forced mechaDieal~----
Gravi ty system;__ ___ _ 
separate unit f'or 
k1 tchell;..._ ___ _ 
dining roo.m--~----
di~washing unit __ _ 
service space ___ _ 
Third Part 
POLICIES OF MANAGEMENT' 
VIII. Personnel 
A. J&mager or supervisor is promoted fran ranks_.----
college trained practical....._. ___ _ 
B. Selection o:¢ manager or supervisor is baaed on 
1. Education 
broad, cultural baokground~:--:--:---.i:--
academic requirements equivalent to other ~bers 
ot statt._.....,. ...... .......,_..,........; 
2. Training 
home economics 
dietetics --~--------
institutional ln8Jl8.gement_...,.... _ _...,__,..,._ 
3. Experience 
practical experience aa a manager~----
how long? years months 
apprenticeship trailling course ----
school cafeteria how long:.-----
commercial how long 
~---
c. Selection ot employees based on 
112 i 
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I 
:tollow employee through daily routine._....,..':-""!: __ 
skill combination of employee based on a job al:laly'sis ......,_.._..__ 
D. Salary ot manager detemined by 
tenure ---=---~ total annual vol'llme of sales ______ .,...., ....... 
size of school;__ ____ ___,_ 
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length of school year ____ _ 
hours worked per de;y _____ _ 
tull or part time manager·---~-
E. How is manager's salary paid 
entirely out of current receipts ____ _ 
school board appropriation 
divided between school boar~d ....... __ ....... _ 
and cafeteria;..· ....,.. __ ...,... __ ...._._ 
F. Weekly sa.lary of $;,.__ _____ for a ---·...;hour week for --...-..... 
weeks per year. 
G. Have definite wage schedules for employees been established 
Yes No 
separate rates for tull-ttme workers~---------­
separate rates tor part-time workers_ . ...,...~__,_ ....... _ 
average rate per ho~ is 
20 25: 30 
~- ~ 
H. Meals included for employees 
tull-time employees 
breakfast_. --~----
part-time ~ployees breaktaQt _______ _ 
I. Student employees 
35 
-
50 cents 
............. 
Yes No 
lunch ;....._....,.. __ 
lunch . ;.....----
Definite regulations governing 
drawn up by the 
student employees have been 
anager;...... ____ _ 
SUpervisor __ . · ~-----­
Principal;,_. -~--­
Superintendent.~· ~--
Board ot Education;..· __ ._.,.. __ 
1, Q..ualltications based on 
Deady cases_. ------
competency.------~--~~ 
adult employee ot same family working in cafeteria'"-----
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2., 'fypes of student labor (indicate number employed in each 11 • 
capacity and average number of minutes employed dai~y) . ~~~ 
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a.. Food service 
No, 
cashiers --__ ....,.. __ _ 
serve.rs di&Awash~e~r-s ______ __ 
cleaners 
checkers·----------
b, Food preparation 
sandwich making,~-:-:--
simple kitchen duties such as 
peeling potatoes_ 
other (\uties · · · 
a. Are cashiers required to 
know :rood prices~-----
check t()tal purohasee. ___ _ 
make change_.--=-----:-:---
observe size of portione 
observe unattractive serv---=-ing-s:: __ 
observe poor :rood selection 
Minutes 
--:-o--:--=--
observe carelessness o:r counter he1p.~:-o--"":'""'! 
report to manager any intomation which might be 
ot assistance ' 
4, Remuneration 
a. Is remuneration by . 
:rood cash-;..... __ _ 
both ..._ __ _ 
b• Is remuneration at ave~ge rate ot 
16 - 20 26 . . ~0 55 cents 
...,........... ~ ------- - ...,...._,_... 
e. Do different types ot work call tor different rates ot pay-
ment Yes No 
. -(1) lt so, is cashier the best paid Yes No 
(2) If not, what position is best paid..__ __ _ 
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IX. Pollcies and Practices in Sale o:r Food li 
A. Price regulation 
Check method used ( ) 
1. Size ot portion constant; price fluctuates 
2. Price ot portion constant; size fluctuates 
( } ,, 
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B;. Methods or cantrolUng food costs 
1. Studardized recipes _____ _ 
a. Standardized equipment _____ _ 
ladle a bread ·-c-ut-=-t:-e..;.J:_...._ ____ _ 
lQ.eat slicer cheeee slie._e_~...._ _ .._ ___ .,... 
potato scoops __ ______ _ 
others._~,......-----
~. Uniform COII.taine~a""". ------4, Standard weighte __ _.__..,... __ _ 
~. Guesnork'"'. - ...... -----
c. Dispoasal of left•over tood 
l, Given away to indigeut pupils 
no reiJ:ubursement - --~~~~ reim,buraemep.t trcm special fund ....... _____ _ 
2. Sold at a price which includes cost f>f material plus la.bo~ 
to employees to teachers ____ _ 
D. Plate waste 
l. How otten is plate wae.te checked 
never~-- ---~-------­
onoe Pf'~ week..., _..,.....,. ___ 
bi .. monthly ______ _ 
monthly __ _. _______ __ 
2. Edible waste, exclusive of skins and liquids, approximate 
l 2: _ 3 4 . 5 ._ ouuc, per .-1. 
--...- ~ ............ ._............ --------
U5 
s. Is any attempt made to remedy situations in which plate 
1• found to be excessive, 
-waste 
as to palatabiU ty----....----
eize ot po:rtions_, ----------
E. Methods of student pu:rcba.sin.g 
I.. Cash paymenta 
pupils pay eerrer tor each item~~__,..-~-
pupils pq aasb.i er tor total ot 1 tems on,. tray. ___ _ 
pupils- deposit coins in cash l)ox;...,... _____ _ 
2.. 'rokens 
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tickets sold by ticket sellel,\. ______ _ 
mete,l discs sold by ticket seller. __ .;;..... __ _ 
autanatic ticket machine. __________ _ 
x. Finance and Contra l 
A. Distribution of cafeteria receipts 
1. Indicate approximate percentage of receipts used for 
f'ood;.-,.,._......__..._ ............. ....t.Y 
.salari~s. __ ....... ___ ,_ 
other expenses._-_.....,.."""" 
100 0 
2• Is additional new equipment (not replacement) purchased 
out of receipts _ . 
provided for by the Bo.8.rd ot Education:.-___,_,..__ 
B. Purchase ot supplies 
1. Purchase of supplies from local D!Brchants determined by 
Prineipal~------
~perintendent~-------
Boa:r:d of Education;._......_ __ 
Cotnpeti t1 ve biddin,s....,· ·\"'"'·---~-
2. Is a central purchasing agency used for e.ll cafeteriaa in 
city Yes, No 
3. Patronizing ot local merchants 
entirely otten.___-;-_ vel"Y seldan--..,__.. __ 
When price and que.li ty compares tavorably with those of 
Ia,rger outside firma Yes No 
4. Are goverl:lm.ent standards used as criteria in purchase of' su:p-
pli,es Yes No 
a. Accounting procedures 
1" Books of' account 
gene::ral ledger . 
eaah receipts and disbtirsement 
purcha~e journal.__ __ ....._....._ 
general journal~,...__..,_. __ 
2. Balance sheets 
journal:.-. ____ _ 
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8.. Prepared at what intervals 
tour week period 
calendar month -=-------
bi-monthly ___ ...._......,.. __ _ 
quarterly 
s~~annu-a~llY~. --- ------~--~ annually ________________ ___ 
b. C;opies 
:tiled by mane.ger_~~---
su'tmi tted to principal;...·..,.....,. __ _ 
~tubmi tted to SUperintendent~---­
ISQ.bmi tted to BOard ot Education:..-_........,., __ 
others~----~--------
3. Pro:ti t and Loss statement 
prepared every two weeks._..,._ _ __,.. __ 
prepared every four weeks 
prepared every eight weeks-· ---..... 
Are the cost ot sales analyzed in ter.ms ot percentage 
Yes No 
4. Budget estimates 
b~sed on past expenditures ____ ....._...__ 
eatimated on basia of future needs 
camb.>ination of both ------
5. Auxiliary recorde 
a. Records concerning cash transactions 
Daily cash repo~t~-:::------­
DeJ.ly ce.sh deposit tom.~-----
Pe~ty oaah sUps __ _.. ___ _ 
· b• Records concerning purchasee 
Purchase order forms ___ ...,..,. __ 
Receiving record:..-.-~----· 
:Voucher jacket. __ ....._ __ .....__ 
c. Records concerning inventory of supplies 
Bequisi tion tor supplies ____ _ 
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Perpetual inventory cards. ______ _ 
visible iSJ,dex-....__... __ 
Physical inventory forms. _____ _ 
Is inventory taken 
weekly,-~~--
semiootJttonthly ___ ...... __ 
monthly-_~._ ________ _ 
cl. Records co:Jleerni:ng food preparatioD. and service 
Recipe cost card;.,.... ____ _ 
Dl!!lily menu record:_., __ ....,..._ 
Record of servings __ ..,__ _ ..., 
Daily food coat report:_ ___ :... 
e. Payroll Book 
paid in cash-;....,. ____ _ 
aign.e.d by employees:__..,;.__ 
paid by check-=-------
t. Enployeee re.cot'd card 
Does tb,is record. show 
perao~l record qt employee;,.... __ .....__ 
record of physical exemina.tioi:l.S:__,.;...;.,....__ 
recol,"d of . past employaen ~ -
Us ted employee.• s duties~--~­
rate ot ealary......;;. ....... __ ..,..._._ 
p~amotiona. ______________ _ 
Do you find this record valv.able 
In what respect._. -----------
Yea No 
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